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DOCUMENTATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND 

DEPENDENT LABOUR LIVES IN DELHI: 

AN ORAL HISTORY APPROACH.

A SUMMARY QF FINDINGS ANP OBSERVATIONS

This is an age in our history when every minute detail of various events in our life can be 

had with the dick of a mouse. There is a record of evety step that Government takes up; 

there is a record of every cricket match being played, a statistics of numbers of car in 

every city. There ate also statistics about industrial workers, hut mere statistics and data 

can only supplement historya it is not at all sufficient to create history or bring history to 

life. Precisely at this juncture, a need was fife to go out to the open and listen to what the 

unknown labour fence, that runs the city of Delhi, has to say about various things in their 

lives. Until a few decades hack industrial workers were able to make their voice felt 

through strikes and protests and thus to some extent were able to write their own history. 

But in this era, with diminishing bargaining power, it seems as if labour fence has become 

voiceless and invisible mass of workers and hardly anything » heard about the labour 

world; so it became even more important to them to narrate their past and present, thus 

creating life histories and which can open up other aspects of study in this field to 

perpetuity.

Tins endeveour to render voice to fee votodess mass of labourers assumes more 

importance to fee context of Delhi after fee industrial closure as per fee Supreme Court 

verdict, feretog fee deprived labourers to come out violently on fee streets. This episode 

of industrial closure, which ignited violent spurting, was without doubt an important 

incident to fee labour history of Delhi. So, fei* incident to fee berkd—y certainly called 

for venturing into the anonymous world of labour and a probe into their tifestyies. Thia
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particular incident as stated in the ‘statement of problem’ played the most important role 

in shaping up this project, at least at die level of Initial ideas.

METHODOLOGY AND ITS PRORI.RMS

The objectives set for the project were to croate individual life histories schematizing 

them under broad themes of migration, socio-economic background, present socio

economic condition and so on. Keeping in mind the objectives, Oral History approach 

was proposed as die tool of methodology, which totally digresses from the tradftfonal 

methods and gives back history to the people in their own words, ft is said that oral 

history allows ‘heroes* not just from the upper layers of the society, but also from the 

‘unknown’ majority of people.

In this context it is noteworthy to talk about Raju, a young tea staller in Karampura, who 

writes songs and aspires to make it big some day. Even when he is making tea in his 

roadside stall, he carries his dairy to jot down any thing that comes to his mind or in a 

hope that someone will respect his talent and listen to his creations. lUgu talked in length 

about his past life, present condition end future aspirations and in feet he was loppy to 

find good listeners in us, for almost 15 days, but refined to give recorded interview. 

Raju’s meandering file history, as he called it, and his aspirations would have been 

recorded on the tapes had he not declined to the interview.

Another worker, Rnojit Singh who was bom and brought up in Delhi, had many 

interesting things to say about Us personal and proletariat life, but he also declined to 

record interview, probably because he couldn’t rest Us confidence in totality with us or 

may be he thought ft to he too insignificant

Our lack of knowledge, as we had no formal training in handling in-depth interviews, was 

one of the major handicaps that came in the way. Another mtgor obstacle on our part was 

foe obvious psychological fear, as a result of the then recent episode of industrial closure. 

Due to the closure, every stranger who was interested in knowing about foe labourers was



perceived as someone who could be spying for foe authorities. Apart from this, foe 

existence of a ‘huge wall* in foe mindsets of the people as a dividing line on foe basis of 

class played it* s own role to inhibit foe workers from talking to some one looked so alien. 

After a few encounters with labourers, another problem that came up was in foe selection 

of narrators because it was observed that teashdlers, ‘panwallas’, vegetable vendors, 

barbers etc. were much more articulate, but those who worked in fectories were in many 

cases didn't go beyond a single word answer. It was probably because of the insecurity 

caused by foe industrial closure.

The first one-week, which was allotted for establishing initial contacts in foe areas of 

fieldwork, was a phase of ‘ironic experiences*. It was a feet that there was a sea of 

unwinding stories and different polemics of society to be discovered. Every face in that 

sea of workers seemed to hold baric a story; a history with different dynamics, and 

probably a listener was needed to unwind each and every story. Ironically, we were 

roaming around foe streets to listen to these stories, hut we were unable to convince 

anybody to tell us about their stories. For that short period it felt like as if foe crowd 

chatting over a cup of tea in a kiosk had no past, as if they were robots working in 

fectories and workshops and would go on working forever.

Instead of foe seeming feet that there has been an immense fetninisation in foe work force 

In Delhi, we were able to interview only two women which, perhaps, was because there 

was no women in foe team. It was also observed in the process of interviews font they 

were more reluctant to talk then their male counterparts.

While discussing foe problems and limitations of the methodology, it might he 

noteworthy to mention that it was vary difficult to divide foe whole project under a very 

rigid time frame. As mentioned earlier, one week was allotted to establiah initial contacts, 

hut it took mote than two weeks just to develop rudimentary contacts and rapport in most 

of foe areas of fieldwork. Whereas, in Seelampur we were not able to establish any 

contact Seelampur, having a history of being a communally eeneitive area and also an 

area where maximum number of violent incidents occurred after foe industrial closure,
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Police was still very high handed and existing factories and workshops were not very 

visible to outsiders. It was very difficult even to talk to the general public and the 

workers were very apprehensive to reveal that they worked in factories. Most of the 

closure-affected workers have left Seebanpur, which used to nest a large number of 

Muslim Bengali migrants.

Nonetheless, the areas of fieldwork zeroed down to Karawal Nagsr, Badarpur, Okhlaand 

Karamptafe in Delhi. After careful observation and over view of these areas; initial 

contacts were established in places where workers were often to be found; in most cases 

they were tea stall, saloons, markets etc. After informal interaction, whenever possible 

with die workers, probable narrators were identified and Rather interaction with them 

were carried on.

When the interviews were recorded on tapes, specie! cate was taken that the narrator feels 

at ease. The places of interview was left to be their choice and in most cases in their own 

home, it was observed during the interviews that the place of interview plays a very 

important role in die quality of narration, as for instance, Kanhsya Lal, who was 

interviewed at his friend Raju’s home (the tea staffer, about whom it has already been 

mentioned) was not at all relaxed questions had to be asked repeatedly.

Special care was taken to mitsate the interviews by asking very open ended and general 

questions about themselves and their life. Open-ended questions invoked different 

reactions in different individual and allowed them to reflect or bring out unoonsciously 

which aspect of their life is predominant, more formative. Being from different regions 

and different social and cultural backgrounds, they reflected their own distinct identity. 

The limited time period and limitations of oral history approach played their role in the 

interviews for dominance and overshadowing of one aspect over another about the life of 

the narrator. For exassplc, Kishan Munri in Ms narration goes on to talk about pofitics, 

Ram Singh (name changed at the request of the narrator) about Ms criminal life and how 

he was drawn into the worid of crimes; Raghunath on Ms desire to go back to Ms village 

and Ms obsession with exercise. Thus broadly different themes emerge most strongly in
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the interviews, hut the overshadowing premises which was almost present in every 

interview was poor aocio-economic condition or in other words, poverty.

Considering the small number of interviews and limited interactions that have been done, 

it will be misleading and inappropriate to make any conclusive statement or to talk about 

the general pattern of the class of labourer as a whole. Still it is interesting to notice a few 

commonalities in the lives of different individuals who fell under the same economic 

section of a society.

PROLETARIANISATION:

It has been observed that in most cases the need to enter the labour market was because 

of decrepit economic condition of the narrator. Most of them were from agricultural 

background with little land holdings, winch was not sufficient to meet the needs of the 

family through out fee year. This forced most of them to start working as wage labourer 

in their native places, as for instance Ram Bhavan or Sochindar Mandal bad been 

working as a daily wage labourer in Kharilabad or Theho respectively before comtog to 

Delhi. So, this need arising out of circumstances to shoulder family responsibility at a 

very young age forced moat of them to enter the unorgaruaed labour market At times the 

pull of city life also played an important role to push some of them to enter the labour 

market Ram Singh or Madan Lal, who had a sound family background, ran away wife 

their friends to Delhi and had to look for job to survive in Delhi.

As fer as fee need to start working as labourer is concerned, it is very dear feat the 

overwhelming reason was poor economic background, but the reason why they joined 

small factories, whatever fee amount of money one was provided wife, was probably lack 

of vocational training, which do not give them any bargaining power viad-vis the owners 

of the factories. In this context Kanhaya Lal and Sochtoder Mandal can be cited as an 

example, they narrate that feey had to strive for a job even to small mam&cturtog units, 

because they had no formal vocational training.



Again, being devoid of proper education because of socio-economic constraints, many of 

the interviewed workers expressed die feeling that they had to be self-satisfied with 

whatever they cam in die small-scale industries. Aimed* Rani laments that had she been 

well educated, she would have been able to earn much more than she is earning today. 

However, some of the interviewed worisers have expressed a totally contrafectory feeling 

to Amresh’s point, Deshrath Prasad, who is better educated compared to othem (10+2 

passed) told us that he knew it is not possible to get Govemarent job and was maty to 

take up any odd job coming Ids way. Madan Lal adds that he won’t like Ids sons to waste 

time on studies because he feds that it won’t get diem to anywhere and would very soon 

summon them to Delhi to work and help eammg more money for fee family.

Most of the older workers whom we encountered are of fee opinion that a few decades 

back, when they came to fee efty, jobs were not as difficult as today to get and these easy 

availability of jobs attracted people who were without any formal vocational trebdng to 

become proletariats.

Incases of the two women, Setdo had to enter the labour market as her husband died in a 

road accident and thus the responsibility of earning a livelihood for the fondly came on 

her shoulders, whereas for Anuesh, it was because of her husband’s ’laziness* and 

’stupidity* that she was compelled to work outride (and in case of Soddnder’s wife, she 

wants to eater fee labour world because Sochmder is not able to earn enough being an 

unskilled labourer).

MIGRATION PATTERN:

Poor economic conditions and fee need to support fee parental fondly as well as their 

own and lack of avenue for work in their native villages seem to he fee driviag force 

behind fee migration pattern of most of fee interviewees. Most of the interviewees had 

something to say about this fed, which reflects fee deplorable economic condition in 

rural north India and gets echoed in fee words of Sunil Kumar, when he says, “ Gaon
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mein koi dhanda ye kuch kame laayak nddn tha. Karlo to chafta nahin tha” On my 

village there was no prospect of any work, even if you get some work you can’t survive), 

ft was also observed that most of die labourers whom we encountered came from rural 

areas to Delhi as the first choice of destination, but this doesn’t negate the presence of 

inter-city migration that exist even amongst those who were interviewed. Angad Yadav 

first went to Pisgah to look for work but returned to his village. Then he went to Kamal 

and worked there at a construction site es ‘Rai Mistri’ (meson), but again went beck to 

his village and finally came to DdhLDasratii Prasad first went to Calcutta to look for job, 

couldn’t find any, so he came to Delhi, ft is noteworthy to mention that most of the 

labourers working in the unorganised industrial sector (whom we interviewed) ere from 

the states of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.

Though, many of the workers left their villages because of poor socio-economic 

conditions, but today also they ere dependent on them for many of their needs like food 

grains (and emotional support) because their earnings are not enough to save much. This 

is mostly with die workers who have some land for their survival in villages but there is 

no reedy cash with them to invest in agriculture or to meet other requirements, so they are 

here to earn that extra. In some cases, they always foft diet if tomorrow something drastic 

happens end they ere forced to leave die city then they can always foil beck on their 

villages for support, this is well reflected in Radbe Sbyam words diet ‘guon hi to Sahara 

hoi hamara, ytjagah to aarhar H hal who jab chahe bhaga satot hoi’.

Even though many of them left their villages, but they always want to go beck to start a 

business or stay with their fondly happily, because they seems to be tired of the daily 

living conditions here. Many of them fods that though are able to cam but they have lost 

their self respect, owners treat them very badly, even government blames them for att the 

fifth and power thefts in the city, at times tiwy have to listen to the abuses from graced 

public, in a way they are looked down by the wdlofsections in the city. They fod that it 

is a compromise, which they have made in order to make out a living, to quote Radbe 

Shym *hdat se sangshutt has aadmt fr—« kar ******.
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The longing to go hack to their native villages is a common feature, or rather an illusion, 

for they also know the feet that lade of avenues for employment had driven them away 

and that nothing much has changed for the better in terms of social and economic 

conditions. Raghunath Dantam is the only labourer we met who hails from the southern 

part of India, and hb case is an exception not only because of that but also because he got 

so disillusioned with the prospects of job in Delhi that he was just shout to return to Ms 

village, to continue what he was doing earlier- forming.

fa many of the cases, in the process of migration a relative or some one from the native 

Village who is already working in Delhi comes to play a mtjor role. At times, these 

'veterans’ become the ‘inspirational’ figures to venture out of their village for the 

newcomers.

When most migrated for the first time, it is observe tint there is a good mixture of those 

whom migrated individually and those who migrated with their family members. For 

most of the interviewees, the nature of migration is permanent but the presence of 

seasonal migration between their native pieces and Defai seems to exist prontinentiy 

amongst tiie informal labourers.

Lade of interest in studies, feilure to do well fa examination are also one of the factors 

that drove them to Delhi, a point to be noted here is that theae are basically true of only 

men, whereas for the two were faterviewed the reasons for their migration wete due to 

marriage.

POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE:

The political and orgenfaational experiences of amt of the workers, whom we met, were 

very little or insignificant It is one amongst our observations that even in the issue of



labour unionism they have not been involved very much, it is also noticed that there is a 

dividing line between the older generation who were working in the decades preceding 

1990 and those of the later generation in aspect as we find that the former in one way or 

the other took part in issues relating to labour, whereas the latter seems to have stayed 

out. But these generational demarcations do not suggest any definitive conclusion.

However, there has been a shift in manufacturing sector m recent decides leading to 

division of bigger units into smaller ones and commg up of assembling units preventing 

aggregation of large number of workers at one place. This has benefited foe owners in 

two respects firstly, workers don’t get a chance to interact amoogst themselves and fontt 

a union secondly, it gives them a chsnce to exploit workers snd make them work on their 

terms and conditions. Again there has been a change in foe recruitment policy, foctoty 

owners have stopped employing labourers directly rather they have resorted to 

contractual methods and temporary employments winch keeps workers very much 

insecure snd don’t give them an opportunity to form unions.

Though most of foe workers we interviewed lacked union activities but them were like 

Krishna Murari, and Vishwanafo who filed cases in courts against foe management for 

irregularities in payment and other benefits of workers through unions, and at foe same 

tune there were likes of Radhe Sfayam, Beerpal, snd Raju who lost their job because of 

the union formation in their factories. This dichotomy may be observed because of foe 

simple foot that it is possible for workers in Pvt Ltd. Factories to go to court and demand 

their rights and where as those in informal sector can’t do anything against foe owner 

who can always close the foctory snd move to otter place. Many a times workers in 

informal sector did try to go to labour unions operating in foe area but they found it to be 

defonct and corrupt foe leaden tiwre were busy making money engaged in ftather 

exploitation by taking advantage of wotken ignoranoe and Uliteracy. Wotken have also 

refrained ftom political activities doe to shrinking job mariut in fixmal sector and 

growing informatisation of industrial scene in Delhi in last decade.
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Many of them participated in die workers* strike of 1988. Dasrath Prasad recalls how he 

participated in that strike when he was working in a factory in Okhla and he along with 

his compatriots ensured that no work is earned out during the strike in nearby foctories. 

There were incidents of violence as workers came on the road, but he also said that 

nothing fiuitftil came out But it is interesting to observe that the recent industrial closure, 

which rendered thousands of workers Jobless, didn’t spark a very united and enduring 

strike or protest movement even though it sparked spontaneous reactions and brought 

worker on to the streets.

Finally, the workers apathy towards the political activities can be well reflected in the 

words of Radfae Shyam,”&Nfcf jhagada ss bum door bi rahts bain, bus babul ss 

sautfabuta barbs aadmi boom bar raba bob ”(we keep away from fighting and alt it is a 

compromise whldi we have to make to cam our livelihood). 

Though they seem to be not much involved on the issues of labour politics, they are 

supporters of mainstream political parties and some of them ate even politically active 

during elections and tries to maintatns dose relation with local politicians and it is also 

observed that they are epiiie concerned about the development of their localities.

SS2S&£SESBffiI!S£i

The question of work experience to the interviewees didn’t arouse much curiosity; many 

of who had changed at least a dozen jobs in their small period of stay here in search of 

better pay scale and work atmosphere, which include owners behaviour, their follow 

beings attitude, nature of work, hours of work, and hoiidsys etc. in general, the work 

atmosphere was not encouraging except for fow working in Pvt Ltd. factories; nature of 

work was tough and it was very much inhospitable and they were exposed to accidents. 

There were very fow holidays for them, and often they were misbehaved; for workers it 

meant the lots of self respect, often they were made to do jobs not befitting to their status 

and any refusal resulted in them losing jobs. Again there was nothing for the 

entertainment of workers during the breaks or any kind erf sefoty scheme to meet any



eventuality. Many of them opined that owners always exploited the labourers; one was 

lucky if he got a good and Idndhearted employer.

As fir as their pay was concerned, proper grade scale were rarely paid to them, only those 

in Pvt Ltd could expect foil payment in accordance to govt laws with all other benefits. 

The informal sector saw more exploitation because they were illegally run and workers 

were also very much available in large numbers. A division was observed in foe sample, 

those who has been working for <pdte some thne and had acquired some skill, were better 

paid than fooee who were unskilled and fiesh in foe field. Workers also talked of foe 

discrimination in work place amongst themselves on caste lines, gender and religion; 

Amresh Ram was paid leas than foe male workers in her foctory or Kanhaya Lal being a 

Harijan, had to use separate tumbler for drinking water in hb foctory. Overall it can be 

said that there was total lack of any load of Social Security Scheme for foe workers in 

informal sector, once they lost their job they were on roads. For moat of them foe job was 

just a means of survival it never acquired a wider social significance, though foe labour 

was not much rewanhqg, they always strived to save significant amounts to improve their 

standard of living and start something independently.

SQClQ:£gQKQMJgCQNPTnQN;

Most of the workers we interviewed lived in foe jhuggis in foe slums eifoer on rent or 

privately owned, some of them had even bought plots in foe J J.cotocries and built regular 

houses. The living conditions in shims were very low, characterized by poor drainage, 

lack of civic amenities, narrow bates and flies to keep company all around. Water 

connection to these clusters ere very limited and often there ere petty fights over 

collection of water amongst foe residents, rows of containers in morning and evening 

hours to a common sight in foe area, there to no legal electricity connection to them, they 

have to rely on foe illegal connections which survives in connivance with the local 

electricity officials, though they want to have legal electricity meters installed in their 

jhuggis. The condition of basic amenities can be well gauged from foe fact that Madan
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Lal gets up early in morning every day Just to avoid the long queue in front of public 

latrine which is very less in number compared to the population.

Moving on to social milieu of the jhuggb, it is observed that they inflected the well 

established traditions and customs of the rural India. Residents mostly belonged from one 

particular region of the country or more particularly one caste but it was not always 

possible and all caste people stayed there creating different caste divisions amongst 

themselves. They fed that political parties who play caste politics are responsible for the 

caste divisions in the society. They react sharply to the allegation that they are 

responsible for the power thefts and the filth in the city, and complain about the stop 

motherly attitude of government towards their plight They fed that government 

remembers them only at the time of elections or whenever there is something wrong in 

the city be it crime rate or pollution or ugliness of the cityscape to put the blame on them. 

All this has been reflected in the recent industrial dome, removal of jhuggi dusters or 

introduction of CNO buses that has affected these people most

Well if we tiy end a comparison about the general status after their stay here rad 

dcrmc men we tmo mat mere net eeen an improvement m tneor stanoara ot nvmg m 

socio-economic terms. Though their income has substantially increased and so has the 

cost of living but then also they have saved enough to bny a plot or a jhuggi ma comer of 

the city to build their homes end support thdr starving families back m villages. On 

aocid front also they have shown increased awareness with respect to education and 

fondly planning, most of them ere worried about the ftiture of their child for example 

Sochinder*s wife is concerned about the future of her child who is yet to bom or Kenhaya 

Ld and Radhe Shyam who want their child he doctors end engineers. Tiny have also 

tearnea io Wes ocnor cat 01 inctr noonn mm otoct ncoos uko mbcrbbbimii rmt womb 

most of them have access to television ot some kind of sports like playing cards. All tids 

has contributed in a way to the socio-econondc development oftbe country on whole, but 

then also the standard of living remains for from the dashed levels due to total apathy of 

government



SEHLO DEVI
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- 35 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- village nunai, agra (up)

PRESENT RESIDENCE- premvihar, karawal nagar, delhi- 94.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- nil.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING- nil.

MARITAL STATUS- married.

CHILDREN- 2 (BOTH BOYS).

PRESENT OCCUPATION- unemployed ( looking for a job).

1. MIGRATION PATTERN:
SEHLO MIGRATED PERMANENTLY FROM HER BIRTH PLACE BECAUSE SHE GOT MARRIED 

TO AN INDUSTRIAL LABOURER FROM DELHI (SEELAMPUR) IN 1984.

2. PROLETARIAN1SATION:
DEATH OF HUSBAND IN AN ROAD ACCIDENT IN THE YEAR 1996 COMPELLED HER TO ENTER 

INTO THE LABOUR MARKET.

3. POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE: none.



4.WORK EXPERIENCE

IN A PERIOD OF 5 YEARS SEHLO DEVI WORKED IN TWO SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES IN 

KARAWAL NAGAR. BOTH INDUSTRIES HAVE BEEN DECLARED AS POLLUTING UNITS AND 

SUBSEQUENTLY WERE CLOSED DOWN AFTER THE SUPREME COURT ORDER IN MAY 2001. 

HER PAY SCALE AND DURATION OF WORK IN BOTH THE INDUSTRIES ARE GIVEN BELOW 

IN THE TABLE-

YEAR PAY SCALE WORKING HOUR INDUSTRY
1.1998 to 2000 Rs. 1000 to Rs.1200 per 

month
8 hours Cycle Rim Factory.

Karawal Nagar.
2. 2000 to 2001 Rs. 1000 per month 8 hours. Plastic Toy Factory.

Karawal Nagar.



SEHLO DEVI

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Sehlo Devi was born in Nunai, a small village in Agra, Uttar pradesh in around 1966. She has been 

staying in Delhi for last seventeen years, from the time she got married and it turned out to be a life 

of great difficulties.

Sehlo Devi has difficulty talking as a result of a very tragic road accident few years back in which 

she suffered mouth and head injuries and her husband had serious head injury and died in hospital 

after twelve months. This particular incident has totally jeopardised her life and has infact 

overshadowed her experiences and memories of early life, which is again very clearly reflected this 

interview.

Sehlo was not very keen to talk about her childhood. All she said was that her family didn’t have 

any agricultural land. Her father used to repair scooter tyres. She has four brothers, who earns their 

living by repairing electrical appliances and generators .As she grew up in to a matured girl her 

parents married her to a boy in delhi who worked in a printing press. Sehlo’s husband was born 

and brought up in Delhi and had a small house in Seelampur.

Everything seemed to be fine for Sehlo, but then suddenly one day everything turned upside down. 

As Sehlo narrates once they were coming back from Mathura to Delhi their bus collided with 

another bus and Sehlo along with her children were badly injured and her husband was profusely 

bleeding.lt was only when some policemen noticed they were taken to hospital. The accident left, 

Sehlo’s husband struggling for life in hospital for one year. He eventually died leaving everybody 

in the family in a jeopardised situation as their was no bread-earner left.

Now Sehlo is fighting a case in the court for compensation. She is hopeful that she would be 

compensated for her husband’s death, so she would be able to support the children. The untimely 

death of her husband in 1996 also forced Sehlo to work. In the period of five years Sehlo worked in
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two small industries in Karawal Nagar. Both the industries were declared polluting units and were 

sealed after the Supreme Court order in May 2001.

In her short history of proletariat life, Sehlo became aware of what it means to work for eight hours 

daily in a factory and how the employers can exploit the workers. The gates are often locked from 

outside and push the workers in an upper hall, when officials would come for an inspection. While 

describing the factory Sehlo says that, ti was a huge hall with no lights, ventilation or fans. There 

was only one entrance to the factory which was always shut in the working hours and everybody had 

to work in darkness.

With the closure of the industrial units, Sehlo has been rendered jobless and she is desperately 

looking for a job. At present she owns thirty three yards of land of which half has been rented out. 

Now the only mean of income for her is in the form of rent she gets, which amounts to Rs.500/- per 

month.

She lives a life which is so full of tensions and she doesn’t even know where the next meal will come 

from, so we were anxious to know what importance has education in Sehlo’s opinion. When asked 

she said it doesn’t have much value under the circumstances her family is living. Her two sons Sunil 

who is thirteen years old and Amit who is twelve years, goes to government schools and Sehlo wants 

them to get into some kind of work after they complete there tenth standard. For that matter we 

were also anxious to know about Sehlo’s interest in election politics. When asked whether she vote’s, 

Sehlo replied that it doesn’t matter to her if she votes or not. She would vote who ever her 

neighbours would vote for. Now there are only two things which Sehlo looks forward to in her life, 

firstly the future of her children and secondly the compensation-money which she hopes to get.
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AMRESHRANI
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- 30 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- village badot, uttar pradesh.

PRESENT RESIDENCE- prem vihar, karawal nagar, Delhi- 94.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- sth standard.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none

MARITAL STATUS- married.

CHILDREN- THREE, TWO daughters and one son.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- works as a housemaid

EMIGRATION PATTERN:
AMRESH RANI HAD TO MIGRATE PERMANENTLY FROM HER BIRTH PLACE BECAUSE HER 

HUSBAND SOLD HIS MEAGRE LANDHOLDING IN HIS VILLAGE, MIGRATED TO DELHI WITH 

HIS WIDOW MOTHER IN 1988 AND BOUGHT A SMALL PIECE OF LAND IN EAST DELHI( 

KARAWAL NAGAR).

2.PROLETARIANISATION:
AMRESH RANI IS A CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF A HOUSEHOLD WOMAN WITH RURAL 

BACKGROUND, STEPPING OUT OF HOME TO WORK AND SHOULDER THE BURDEN OF HER 

FAMILY ALL ALONE. HER HUSBAND, SHE SAYS IS A, ’LAZY , STUPID AND A CHILDISH

/?



CHARACTER’.THE BURDEN OF FINANCIALLY SUPPORTING THE FAMILY IS ON AMRESH’S 

SHOULDER FOR MOST OF THE TIME AS HER HUSBAND OFTEN SITS IDLE AND REFUSES TO 

WORK.

3.POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE: none.

4.WORK EXPERIENCE:

LIKE HER HUSBAND, AMRESH RANI IS NOT PURELY AN INDUSTRIAL WORKER. THE KIND OF 

WORK SHE HAS BEEN ENGAGED WITH RANGE FROM BABY-SITTING IN SCHOOL, 

HOUSEMAID, PACKAGING OF DRY FRUITS, MAKING RAKHI, VEGETABLE VENDOR AND 

WORKING IN A BUTTON MAKING FACTORY.

HER PAY SCALE AND KINDS OF WORK ARE GIVEN BELOW IN THE TABLE-

KIND OF WORK INCOME
Housemaid Rs.300/- per month

Baby-sitting in school Rs.500/- per month

Vegetable vendor Rs.300/- to Rs. 600/- per month

Packaging of dry fruits (seasonal) Rs.4/- per 100 Kgs (Rs.40/- to Rs. 60/- per day)

Rakhi making (seasonal) Rs.2/- per 12 Rakhi (Rs. 60/- to Rs. 80/- per 
day)

Button making in Dhankar Factory, karawal 
Nagar.

Rs. 800/- per month.



BEERPAL(AMRESH RANI’S HUSBAND)
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- 33 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- village shamli, uttar pradesh.

PRESENT RESIDENCE- prem vihar, karawal nagar, Delhi- 94.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- 10th standard.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none

MARITAL STATUS- married.

CHILDREN- three, two daughters and one son.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- machine man in cycle rim factory, gaziabad.

EMIGRATION PATTERN:
beerpal permanently migrated from his birthplace along with his two 
brothers and his mother after the death of his father as they sold off their 
LAND AND CAME TO DELHI EXPECTING EASY JOB AND GOOD PAY .HE GOT MARRIED TO 

AMRESH AS SOON AS HE GOT A JOB IN AN INDUSTRY .

^PROLETARIANISATION:
BEERPAL HAD TO ENTER THE LABOUR MARKET BECAUSE HE WAS NOT WELL EDUCATED 

AND HIS LAND HOLDING WAS VERY MEAGRE, SO HE HAD NO OTHER OPTIONS. 

FURTHERMORE INDUSTRIAL JOBS WERE NOT VERY DIFFICULT TO GET AT THAT TIME.



3. POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE:
BEERPAL WAS A MEMBER OF THE LOCAL LABOUR UNION IN MAYAPURI AND TOOK PART IN 

A STRIKE AGAINST THE EMPLOYER DEMANDING AN INCREASE IN THE WAGES. 

CONSEQUENTLY ALL WORKERS WHO TOOK PART IN THE STRIKE LOST THEIR JOBS AND 

AFTER THAT INCIDENT BEERPAL WAS NOT INVOLVED IN ANY FORM OF LABOUR UNIONISM.

4. WORK EXPERIENCE:

BEERPAL NEVER TOOK HIS WORK SERIOUSLY AS TOLD BY HID WIFE AND HAS CERTAIN 

INHIBITION IN ENTERING IN FACTORY PREMISES. IN A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS( 1996 to 2001) 

HE HAS CHANGED WORK FOR ATLEAST EIGHT TIMES.

HIS NATURE OF WORK AND PAY SCALE ARE GIVEN BELOW-

NATURE AND PLACE OF WORK PAY SCALE
Nut and bolt factory, Mayapuri. Rs.1200/- to Rs.1500/- per month

Cloth dying factory, Karawal Nagar. Rs. 1000/- to Rs. 1200/- per month.

Card board and Gatta factory,Karawal Nagar. Rs.900/- to Rs.1000/- per month.

Button making factory, Karawal nagar. Rs.800/- to Rs. 1000/- per month.

Cycle rim factory, Gaziabad. Rs. 800/- to Rs.1200/- per month.

Beerpal refused to give an interview for some unknown reasons. All information regarding his life are based on his wife’s

accounts.



AMRESHRANI

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Amresh Rani is a classic example of a brave woman from rural India who despite her inhibition 

towards the outside world, stepped out of her house to work and support her family all alone.

Born in a small village, Badot in Uttar Pradesh in 1971, Amresh had to face many problems in her 

childhood days. The fifth child of her parents, Amresh had six siblings. She had to take care of all 

the domestic works and also had to attend school. Amresh’s mother who was from a very poor 

family was very strict with her and she was expected to do a lot of work at home denying her of the 

share of childhood fun she deserved.

She went to school till class five and was pulled out of school because her parents argued that girls 

don’t need to go work and should stick to household work. However Amresh regrets this and 

wishes that had her education been better she would have earned more than what she is earning 

today.

According to Amresh her father was a barber and was a very simple man. He was very liberal and 

loved his children and wife very much. Amresh says that since her father was very innocent and was 

ignorant about family planning he went ahead to have a very large family. Because of the same 

ignorance he was afraid of getting an operation done.

When Amresh reached the age of eighteen her parents started looking for a suitable groom. Hindi 

films had a heavy influence on her dreams about her married life - as she would see in films she 

would think of bed sheets and curtains being changed everyday. She would think of the things she 

would get as she gets married- the furniture, a make up mirror, a radio and ofcourse a television, 

without a television she couldn’t imagine about her married life. Amresh thought of a small house 

and a husband who would look after her needs. She was also very fond of watching movies. She 

hardly missed an opportunity of watching films, she would go with her brothers or with her 

relatives to see film in the talkies.



However to her shock and surprise, none of her dreams was materialised after her marriage 

.Amresh was married to Beerpal in 1989 and in the process she migrated to Delhi permanently. 

Beerpal had also a migrated from a village in UP. He along with his brothers and his widow mother 

had come to Delhi in search of better livelihood, after they sold off their land in the village.

At the time of marriage ,Beerpal was working at an industrial unit of nuts and bolts in Mayapuri 

and was earning around Rs.1200/- month.

In first four years of their marriage they had no children because of some health problem of 

Beerpal. But after resorting to medical help they had a baby girl. Their relatives were not very 

happy over this but that was not how Amresh felt, she was happy to have child after all that effort. 

She narrated incidents of her husbands stupidity and carelessness. She told how he never came to 

see her during her pregnancy at her mother’s place. He gave her some money and asked her to look 

after herself, as if only money suffices everything, she told us.

She complains about her husband’s laziness, he goes to factory only when he feels like, often waste 

his time smoking or chatting with friends and she further says that he never improved because of 

his laziness and always believed that Rs.1500/ was enough for them.

Two years later when local Mayapuri workers union launched a strike for increase in wages Beerpal 

joined it and as a result he and many of his friends was thrown out of the factory. It became very 

difficult for them to support their family and from then onwards life became very difficult for her. 

They were left with just two options-either Beerpal looked for some work or she starts work. As 

expected considering Beerpal’s nature he refused to look for work,even pressure from his relative 

didn’t work and finally she went out looking for the job in neighbourhood and in schools. She could 

earn only around Rs. 400/- to Rs.500’/- a month and it became very difficult for her to support the 

family, she also did some seasonal works like making rakhis and packaging of dry fruits. But even 

that couldn’t bail her out of he crisis . Sometimes later Beerpal got some petty works to do but he 

never stuck to them. He was looking for some good job in industrial units which were very hard to 

come by, so he remained idle most of the time.

Talking of her husband’s bad behaviour she says he would leave home everyday for work at cycle 

rim factory in Ghaziabad but would never enter the factory citing some stupid reasons like evil 

spirits overpowered him and that stopped him from entering the factory.



She felt very awkward to facing her relatives but Beerpal remained the same and didn’t do anything 

to improve the condition .Looking at their plight her relatives helped them set up a vegetable shop 

but that too didn’t go well and had to be closed. Their situation worsen and sometimes they had to 

go to bed without food and then she would go to her parents and ask for something.

Things didn’t improve much and it became even more difficult when Beerpal contracted TB. She 

took him to hospital for treatment, but she was hurt and felt very awkward when the staff asked 

who the man was, "as though he didn’t look like her husband ".Finally she had to tell the staff that 

he was her husband and he was quite dumb and remained a spectator throughout the whole 

incident. She has fought with him over these grievances many a times but he has failed to change. In 

their twelve years of marriage she has carried most of the burden.

Two more members were added to their family, one son and one daughter,increasing their 

requirements. This compelled her to leave her job as a maid and look for job in some factory. She 

took up a job in a button making factory for Rs.1000/- for eight hours of work a day. Later on she 

worked at construction sites as a wage labourer to fulfill her family need. Unlike her husband she 

kept changing jobs to meet the needs of her family.

The closure of the polluting units in Delhi left her jobless and that made the situation even more 

worse. After the closure it has become even more difficult for somebody like Beerpal to find work. 

Today both of them are looking for work. Amresh has again started working as a maid and Beerpal 

is still in search of work in the industrial sector. Certainty has become only dream in their unstable 

way of life.



RADHESHYAM 
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE-36 yrs.

PLACE OF BIRTH-deoria district, up

PRESENT RESIDENCE-tt, RAMA road, DELHI

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION-matriculation (second
DIVISION)

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none

MARITAL STATUS-married

CHILDREN- OLD DAUGHTER (TWO AND HALF YEAR), ONE SON (ONE 
AND HALF YEAR)

PRESENT OCCUPATION-assistant dye maker in Hindustan
AIRCON PRIVATE LIMITED.

EMIGRATION PATTERN:

THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH LAND IN VILLAGE APART FROM THAT HIS 
FATHER HAD A SMALL BYCYCLE REPAIRING SHOP .THE INCOME FROM 
WHICH WAS NOT ENOUGH TO MEET THE FAMILY EXPENDITURE .SO HE 
CAME TO DELHI IN 19S1 AFTER GIVING HIS MATRICULATiON EXAM TO 
LOOK FOR JOBS.

2.PROLETARIANISATION:

OFTEN HE USED TO HELP HIS FATHER AT HIS BYCYCLE SHOP IN SPARE 
TIME AFTER HIS MATRICULATION EXAM IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE FOR HIM 
TO CONTINUE HIS STUDIES AND CARRY ON THE WORK AT SHOP.SO HE 
CAME TO DELHI AND WITH THE HELP OF HIS COUSINS AND HE STARTED 
WORKING IN A FACTORIES.



3. POL1TICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE:
THERE IS NOTHING VERY SIGNIFICANT, BUT BY COMPULSION HE HAD TO 
XMN A UNION WHERE HE WAS WORKING. CONDITION DIDN’T IMPROVE, 
RATHER THE FACTORY WAS CLOSED AND THEY WERE RENDERD JOBLESS.

4, WORK EXPERIENCE:

HE HAS WORKED IN MANY FACTORIES IN LAST TWENTY YEARS, MAINLY 
IN SEARCH OF BETTER PAY AND FAC1LITIESJJUT HIS EXPERIENCE SAYS 
THAT OWNERS ALWAYS TRY AND EXPLOIT WORKERS AS MUCH AS THEY 
CAN.

YEAR DURATION PLACE NATURE OF 
WORK

SALARY

1981 1-2 months. Khyala. Helper on
Ladie machine.

RS.80/-

1981 3*4 norths. Panel Naaar. -Do- RS.150/-
1982 i yw». MotiNagar. -Do- RS300Z-
1983 1 north. Anand PathoL -Do- RSJ5W-
1983 2 years. Olchla. -Do- RS500/-
1985 No information. Mansarovar

Garden.
-Do- RS.900/-

1987 No information. Basal Darapur. -Do- RS.1000/-
1988 2-3 years. Waairpur. Worked on 

Lathe machine 
in washing 
nachine 
factory.

RS.1100/-

NA 1 year. TriNagar Worked on 
Ladie nachine.

RS.2400/-

1995 2 year. Anna ramn -Do- RS-250W-
1997 Presently

working.
DevNagar. Assistant Dye- 

Maker.
RSJ300/-
(Exctuding
overtime)



RADHESHYAM

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

“Jab aadmi aangftarsh atein hota hai to stntgjharsh he hi saptte aate haT(Wbea a person 

has io struggle constantly, his dreams are also about struggle.), tells Radheshyam, a 

migrant from Deoria district, U.P, when arited about hb dreams. Tins perfectly echoes 

die sentiments of thousands of workers in the unorgmtined sector, who are putting in their 

sweat and hard work to earn two meals a day for their fomilies baric in village. 

Radheshyam migrated to Defiii in 1981, just after hb matriculation, in search of 

livelihood and also to support hb frmily comprising of mother, fother, three younger 

brothers and two sisters.

*Maa hoop ha aaehtneaad hi tha haatare poas”(\ had with me only the blessing of my 

parent^. Thb b all he had when he came to Delhi. Today after twenty years of work in 

almost the same number of lactones, he says “Jfag? sadhar ho gaya hah tarahhi har Ifya 

hai hamne '(The condition has improved, I have progressed a lot). Starting with a meagre 

income of Rs. 80/- per month as a labourer, today he earns mound Rs.5000 to RsJ500/- 

per montii as an Assistant Dye-maker in Hindustan Ab Con pvt Ltd. Now he has a 

"pucca ” house in hb village and hb brothers are also settled in an unsettled way working 

in factories in Defiii and hb sisters are living happily married, hi foct one of hb younger 

brothers b doing htA in Russian at Deflu University, in a way he b trying to make qp for 

hb own education that he manages with very difficulty with the help from hb teachers.

Radhesfayam’s fother, after resigning from hb job as a bus conductor in U.P Roadways 

due to mental problems opened a eyrie repairing shop in the village. A small portion of 

land, a small shop and a big fontily of right to be fod, meant a normal childhood dbtant 

dream for Radheshayam but it was in consonance with childhood by millions of children 

in our villages. Hb childhood day passed in doing household works, going to school and 

sitting at hb fother’s shop. About childhood pbyriie narrates, “beta hoti thi, par Mhi



aisi tbi ktparti nabi boti thi”(there was desire but conditions didn't allow). With support 

from teachers and meager grants he managed ac second division in matriculation from 

Govt high school, which was 6-7 kilometers away from Ins village, hi reply to a question 

about his interest in literature or stories he says that in a village where newspaper was 

difficult to get it was impossible to get Premchand or Ramdhari Singh Dinkar. And now 

when he has the awareness time b not in hb hands, hi away hbstruggb of life begm in 

hb early childhood.

After ooming to Delhi he started working in a factory as a helper and got Rs4MV- per 

month. Even though it was not sufficient he tried and save something from that amount 

for his parents. He kept switching his job from one factory to another till he got to work 

on lathe machine. The change was always in search of better pay and environment. After 

working with many factory owners he says, “ DUli men sbosban to barm bi bain malik 

log masdooron bajudat sc samjbouta barbs aded sendee bar raba baL "(Exploitation in 

factories is verv rampant here, it's notbina but a camssrondse that labourers are woHdnaW 9 9*9 9 9 ^^^99999^  ̂99 W 99 9999999999^9 99 ^^^9 99 999999^9^9 99999^999? 9^^9999^^9 9F9 99 9^9 9r ^99^9

then).bo then also he has been working with all his sincerity and honesty, never giving 

a chanoe for complains. As a result of his hard work and sincerity, today be earns around 

Rs.5500/- per month whereas his colleagues are struggling for RsJOOO-RsJMXV- per 

month.

Talking about safety kt factories he tetts about SI (as told by narrator, it’s a land of safety 

scheme which pays for medical bill) but this is not available to everyone, onty a few who 

happen to work in Pvt Ltd factories are covered by this; for the rest of the labourers in 

unugsmsed sector there is no safety measures or compensation.

hi literal sense Radheshyam never participated in any political activities but he is very 

much aware of hb rights. He does Iris work sincerely, for which he b paid but refuses to 

oblige to owners* pressure of any kind. Sometimes he had to suffer because of hb straight 

forwsnliMBi and plain talking

hi 1987 he got married bearing all expense by himself, though arranged by hb relatives. 

After that he married off hb brothers and sisters as well. Today only hb youngest brother



is unmarried. Right now he is pinning all his hopes on Ms youngest brother to lift their 

family status and name. He says “o&W usbo chance de rahe hain, ham dukhjhel lenge 

per (tikka nahi hone denge”(&ight now we are giving him a chance, even though we are 

facing difficulties). He wouM be disheartened if Ms brother decides to stay alone because 

he wants to maintain a joint family where everybody am support each other.

Talking of figure plans he says, “Mauka mtia io hoi business harenge ya phir videsh 

jqyenga” (Given a chance I would go for business or maybe go abroad), all fix getting 

mote money for Ms family. He says everyone needs mote money “MU* immandari se 

ho, bhagwan se bhi prarthana hai inch galas na haren"(but by fair means, I pray to God 

to abstain me from wrong deeds). He wants Ms daughter to be a doctor and son to be an 

engineer. On a lighter vein he says if he gets a chance he would like to participate in 

Kaun Banega Crorepati (A popular T. as well.

Moving on from this he tells us that movie always attracted him. When he came to Deftri 

he used to watch movies and hang around at historical sites and markets in the city. But 

today movie tickets ate too expensive that he just can’t afford so he developed interest in 

cricket and ei^oys watching it very much. He narrates, “cricket ka shook hoi,agar raatko 

bhi jag bar dekhna pads to dekhte hain. "(I like watching cricket, even if I have to wake 

through ota the night I do and watch).

Though he has progressed much more than before, he would like to go back to his village 

and spend the rest of Ms life there. His love fix Ms village can be seen in these lines, “ 

goon hi to Sahara hai hamara, gaonjaate baht to aane hi ichcha hi nahi hoti.yahan aab 

oob chube hain .bakut-bahut oob chubs hain. "(Village means everything for us, 

everytime we visit it we don't foel libs coming back. We are tired ofDelhi). Today when 

he looks back in his life, he is a satisfied man, but somewhere at the back of Ms mind lie 

fiat changing world of labourers and fectories in Deftri, which gives no surety of job to 

anyone. He says, "aasMy hefar badal ggya hak ekbar bam chhutne be baadaqf aadmi 

phootpath par aajata hai. "(Time has changed a lot; once somebody leaves his job he or 

she lands up being on the footpath).
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KISHANMURARI
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- 40 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- village umrara, bulandshahar (UP)

PRESENT RESIDENCE- mukhiya market,Karawal nagar, Delhi- 94.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- ioth standard ( dropout).

VOCATIONAL TRAINING- NIL.

MARITAL STATUS- married.

CHILDREN- 2 (BOTH BOYS).

PRESENT OCCUPATION- runs a workshop of batteries and electrical

APPLIANCES.

EMIGRATION PATTERN:
KISHAN MURARI PERMANENTLY MIGRATED ALL ALONE TO DELHI IN 1973-74 FROM HIS 

BIRTH PLACE AND IN 1979 HIS FAMILY JOINED HIM.

KISHAN MURARI HAD AN IMAGE OF DELHI AS A CITY WHERE THERE IS SOMETHING FOR 

EVERYBODY. THIS IMAGE COMBINED WITH HIS COMPELLING NEED TO SUPPORT HIS 

FAMILY BROUGHT HIM TO THIS CITY.

2.PROLETARIANISATION:
BEING A HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUT KISHAN MURARI AFTER COMING TO DELHI HAD NO 

OPTION BUT LOOK FOR JOB IN SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES. AND HIS NEED TO SUPPORT HIS
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FAMILY AND SENT MONEY BACK HOME COMPELLED HIM TO TAKE UP WHATEVER 

OPPORTUNITY CAME ON HIS WAY. HE WORKED IN SMALL MACHINES FOR PALTRY Rs.50/- 

PER MONTH TO BIG INDUSTRIES. IN HIS HISTORY OF PROLETARIANISATION HIS RELATIVES 

PLAYED AN SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE PROCESS.

3. POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE:
KISHAN MURARI WAS A MEMBER OF SAMAJWADI PARTY LABOUR UNION (LED BY A MAN 

CALLED SHY AM SUNDAR YADAV) FOR ABOUT FOURTEEN YEARS( 1978 TO 1992), BUT HE WAS 

NOT VERY ACTIVELY INVOLVED.

KISHAN MURARI HAD FILED A CASE AGAINST HIS EMPLOYER (PIONEER PLASTIC 

INDUSTRY, WAZIPUR) SOMETIME IN THE 80’s FOR NOT GIVING HIM THE DUE AMOUNT OF 

WAGES BY DENYING THE WORKERS OF GOVERNMENT SCHEDULED HOLIDAYS. THE CASE 

WENT ON FOR SIX MONTHS AND EVENTUALLY WON BY KISHAN MURARI ON BEHALF OF 

THE WORKERS.

4. WORK EXPERIENCE:
IN A PERIOD OF ABOUT 27 YEARS IN DELHI,KISHAN MURARI CHANGED A NUMBER OF JOBS 

AND PLACES .EVEN THOUGH HE HAD NO FORMAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING HIS 

ENGAGEMENT WITH VARIOUS KINDS OF WORK GAVE HIM AMPLE EXPERIENCE IN MANY 

FIELDS .THE FOLLOWING ARE THE SKILLS HE LEARNT AT VARIOUS PLACES-

A) CUTTING WOODS ON LATHE MACHINE.

B) TRAINED IN MAKING AUDIO CASSETTE, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES-BATTERIES AND 

EMERGENCY LIGHT IN PARTICULAR.

C) MAKING LEATHER VALVES FOR HAND PUMPS.

D) MAKING FOLDING BEDS AND CHAIRS.

HIS PAY SCALES AT DIFFERENT TIMES OF HIS LABOUR LIFE ARE GIVEN BELOW-

YEAR PAY SCALE NATURE OF WORK
1973-74 Rs. 50/- per month Lathe machine at Sarai

Rohilla.
1974-76 Rs. 130/- per month Mechanic in Pioneer Plastic 

Industry, Kirti Nagar.
1976-78 Rs. 350/- to Rs. 400/- per 

month
Mechanic - foreman in 
D.O.Plastic Industry, wazipur.

1978-92 Rs. 600/- per month Mechanic - foreman in a 
factory, Krishna Nagar.

&



KISHAN MURAR1

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Kbfaan Murari was bom in a small village, Umrani of Bulandshahar in Uttar Pradesh in the year 

1961 lie claims himself to be from the Brahmin lineage. His upbringing is thus in a family which 

was very sensitive to Brahmin ethics and teaching. As for as Ids childhood and his educational 

background is concerned, he was made to sit in the school at the age of five .To prevent him from 

bunldng his school he was sent to a school outside his own village .His primary education was 

much more than going to school He spent most ofhb time playing and wandering in the fields.

Munri says that as a child he learnt filings very quickly. He was gifted in singing and dancing. By 

the time he passed his fifth standard, he began to show his talent on stage. He would sing dance and 

act in dramas. Recollecting his memories about hb performances in school days, he would sfog a 

song, which he sang while enacting fits role of Radha, “Sfayam pother na maro buri bat bai, aur sab 

bane kbel mem bigar jsyega, phoot jsycgi mafia mere sanvte, aur makhan bid sera bikhar jaypga” 

(Krishna don’t stone my butter pot or else all my labour will be wasted). He would go on in groat 

details to tell us about how once chief guest took him for a girl while enacting the role of Radha in a 

performance.

Munri’s ddktoood was very interesting and unforgettable. He, from the beghadqg lived in a joint 

fondly with bb grand p—and unde. Hb father and unde wero ***g*g^ in brick making. Hb 

father would go to Ranigsqj and Jharia to bring cod for baking of brick Jib father was against hb 

taking pert in singing and dramatics. Thus only when hb fother was out for hb work Munri would 

go for hb performance. He takes pride in telling about each and every fifing he did in hb childhood 

and would give examples praising him. Narrating mstances from later part of hb education, he 

would speak of how he foiled in the tenth standard. He blames bb schoolteacher who did not want 

him to pass and created problems in bb study and recalb that all hb friends except one foiled 

because of hb teacher. Kbfaan got married even before he could roach tenth standard. He speaks 

with lot of pride that hb fother got all sone and daughters married in a single year. Despite the feet 

that their fondly was under huge financial debt, it was something brave on hb fother, says Munri. 

However it was at fids time that they wero feeing teal financial diffadities. They wero under debt
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and secondly their work of brick backing was declining. Thb more or less explains the ndgration 

pattern of Murari’s fondly. AH brothers decided that their fother should carry on with whatever he 

can with the brick baking and they would look for work outside their village. Kishan nugrated alone 

for foe first time to Delhi m 1973-74. Tlfo was a permanent migration and after settling, be brought 

his fondly too in Delhi. Kbhan had heard of Delhi as a city where every one gets to eat and work. 

However he had to straggle initially in Delhi and thought that he would stay with one of hb relative 

in Defid who claimed that they had big kodd (room) but when be went to their residence what he 

found was a jbopari. Murari had few strange notions about Defid, which begu to change slowly. 

He got a job on lathe machine with a Satdagi as an employer. Murari was perplexed about how a 

Sardar looked like, whether they are young or old because in bis village he had a diflbrent notion of 

the turban being need by only old people. He also had difficulty in negotiating with the Purfiabi 

language. The feet time he took a job was for a paltry, RsJO/-. He worked wife a sertkaji for fow 

months but one day when the Sardar)i refused to give him a leave for some urgent personal purpose 

he left the job.

Kishan Murari says that he entered into the labour maker not by his own effort but mostly by the 

help of Ids relatives, who came to help him to get a job when he needed it the most .The first 

industry in which he worked was an electrical appliance foctory wife a salary of Ra.130/- per 

month, Murari points out feat m fee 70’s it was much easier to get a job. There were some bad 

experiences in hb proletariat life .In connection; he narrates an incident in which his employer 

made him work continuously for seventy-two hours. Even when otiier workers were on leave the 

employer would not grant 1dm a leave, so he fought with Ids employer and left the job. Abusing the 

employer, Murari would shout feat he never has and never will do ‘gulami’ (slavery) and opines 

that doing * gulami' of a private aadmi (person) is like living under fee British role. He recalls, in 

contrast, how workers were treated like their own brother in their brick kiln. He also says that those 

who try to keep others in control and in exploitative confetion would never flourish in lifo. He also 

abuses big industrialists and capitalists by saying,M they are dead people who have loot their sense 

of humanity*’.

Losing another job was a big blow to Murari, since after thb he had to wander around for at least 

two moafea in search of a job and was running out of all hb money and had no money left even to 

pay hb house rent Then he went back to hb village and in almost fihni style asked for hb wife’s 

jewellery. Probing hb wife Murari says that her jewellery proved to be a boon for hhn, not only he



came mtt of hU financial <fifficulties but also, he got a job in D.O. plastic fiastory, Wazhpur, with s 

goodsalaiy.

Speaking about his industrial work experiences, Murari says that in the new foctory at Wazhpur he 

had to encounter difficulty and had to face opposition from a group of Bihari workers for he was 

paid higher wages than the others. They wanted to get rid of him because he could do more work 

than diem in stipulated hours and thus get mote pay for which he was even threatened, hot he 

negotiated with them with the help of their employer and only from then die opposition from the 

‘Bihari Bhaiyas* (Bihari brothers) sat in the thanda basta (cold sack) “like those of today’s 

politician who sit in the thanda basta after a scam”, daims Muiari.

Murari says that Ms employer was so much impressed by Ms sincerity that from a worker on a 

machine he was promoted to a foreman. After working there for sometime one of Ms relatives who 

got him a job on an earlier occasioo, requested Mm to work in Ms own foctory of electrical 

appliances where he worked continuously for fifteen long years.

In Ms twenty-eight years of stay in Delhi dll now, Kishan has changed a number of jobs and places. 

When he came to DdM he had no vocational training but with Ms engagement with various kinds 

of plastic and electrical appliance industries, he gradually mastered many skills. After leaving 

industrial work in 199&he finally settled down with a workshop of battery and electrical appliance 

of his own.

Murari says that he had done what ever he could do in Ms lifo. Now it is up to Ms sons to make 

some forther progress. His younger son Soon does not take education seriously and like Ms fother 

wants to be an electrician, whereas his elder son, who is doing Ms graduation, wants to get into 

government service.

Murari is very sensitive to political and social issues and daily reads the local newspaper with lota 

of interest He goes on to speak about politics, on the question of marriage, issue of gender, 

corruption, reservation and voting in great details. He speaks with a lot of vigour and frankness 

shout Ms likes and dislikes on controversial issues like Bebri Magid and the role of Dalit politics. 

In Ms narration, he makes a mockery of the state policies and the Prime Minister.
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While abusing the politicians charged with corruption, he says that even the Constitution can’t 

handle ten. According to him it is the common masses, the week and the poor who struggle and 

fight for their rights, shout slogans, it is them who ultimately get suppressed, whereas foe politicians 

at the upper level continue to enjoy their privileges.

Talking about Dalit politics in U.P, Murari cites example of Mayawati, whom he accuses of gaining 

political mileages in the name of uplifting the Dalits whereas foe foot is that foe highest numbers of 

Dalits were killed in Mayawati’ e reign. The foct, according to him, b tint politician! like Mubyam 

Singh helps in malting robbers and bandits like Phoolan Devi a minister,

WWb opposing the provision of the marriageable age for boys at the age of 21 years and of gktb at 

the age of 18 years, he says that he b against fob provision and he opines that fob would not allow 

employment to govt sector under U.P. govt “OX 1 would not marry my eons before they reach 

foe age of 21 years, but only on the bssb of font would the U.P. govt give them a jobT’Argues 

Mumri (the narrator believes that there b a link between age bar for marriage and unemployment 

but didn’t elaborate why he thinks so). These formulae arrageto^Wf and, according to

Mumri, tire foct that there b a rise to sexually intimidation and abortion before marriage b precisely 

because of thb provision. Furthermore the young giris of poor fomiUee would continue to elope 

since their parents would not be abb to many them early because of the above provision, says 

Murari.

TaHdag about the law and constitution of Indb he says foot they are meant only for the weak and 

the poor and not for the politicians. Murari says that if a “yadav” beoomes a mtobter then to every 

department there would be yndnva, to police, to admmtotration, etc or if a datit becomes a mtobter, 

then the dalit would be ringing belb every where.

Murari Rather says foot if there would be Drib politics, there would be more and more political 

parties, Coalition government would continue to rub the country; Alai Bihari Vqfpeyee would 

continue to operate hb knees, since veto of hb knees has been divided among twenty«eigbL Marata 

putts hb vetoe on one side and Samta on foe other, thee the votes brook and operation b often 

needed.

He opines that the RSS end BJP have done a bed fotog by taking out foe Rathe Yalta agenda for 

buiidtog the Ram tempb. Everyone knows that it was a mamtir and never a meqjid - fob tome b ao 

dear. It should not have been pulled into politics. BJP b totally reeponribb for present etomtion. 

Murari argues paeelonately foal ao Muslim bee any power to stop the construction of Ram tempb
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on Ranudanmabhoomi. If however, the court decides otherwise then this country would no longer 

he Hindustan, hut Pakistan.

Citing example of the Kandhar hQack episode, Murad points out that the state is very weak and 

that if they killed our men, we should have killed diem's. According to him government Approach 

is “hum pitata rahe, made rahe aur puhHc ko marvate rahe aur ffiadmtan men sau her ye dikhai de 

ki hum hahut hadhiya pradhan mantri paida huwe haln.M

Kishan Murad lives in an area where the Shiv Sena activists and the RSS are very active, it Is also 

an area, which is communally very sensitive with a Muslim colony very nearby. On being asked, 

about his views on the RSS and the Shiv Sena, he says that though die RSS mataty works in the 

area for health and fitness, he doesn’t go for that because those who go to shakha, retort to violence 

incase somebody criticises die Sangh’s policies; whereas those in Shiv sene am always looking for 

opportunity to fight against the Muslims.

Though Kishan cdticbes die Congress party politicians, he prefers Congress to BJP. In the end he 

says, the jama knows well that both the Central government and Defid government am mspoonhle 

for deteriorating socio-economic condition of the people in Mht Everyone knows that people am 

dying of hunger and committing suicide due to unemployment People am aelliag their land in 

villages and migrating to Delhi and still they am not earning bread. Like earthquakes, turmoil and 

lawlessness in Deflti would remain forever, concludes Murad.
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KANHAYALAL 
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- 26 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- azamoarh, up.

PRESENT RESIDENCE-58, RAMA ROAD, DELHI 
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- 5™ standard.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none.

MARITAL STATUS-married.

CHILDREN- one daughterione and a half years old).

PRESENT OCCUPATION- works in a motor parts
MANUFACTURING UNIT.

HE STAYED IN VILLAGE TILL HE WAS 10 YEARS OLD. THEN HE HAD TO 

COME TO DELHI BECAUSE OF SOME SERIOUS ILLNESS IN 1984 AND 
STARTED UVINO WITH HIS FATHER WHO WAS ALREADY HERE WORKING 

AS MASON.

2.PROLETARIANISATION:
DECRIWT ECONOMIC CONDITION FORCED HIM TO ENTER THE WORLD OF 

PROLETRAITS, AS HIS FATHER’S INCOME WAS NOT SUFFICIENT TO MEET 

THE EXPENSES.

3 .POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE: none.

4JKQBKEXEERIENGB:
SINCE HE HAD NO VOCATIONAL TRAINING IT WAS VERY DIFFICULT FOR 
HIM TO GET JOB IN FACTORIES. SO HE STARTED WORKING AS A DAILY
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WAGE LABOURER. AND THEN HE FINALLY MANAGED TO GET THROUGH IN 

SOME FACTORIES. BUT LACK OF TRAINING REMAINED A HANDICAP FOR 

HIM. AND US PROLETRA1T LIFE HAD BEEN SWINGING BETWEEN WORKING 

IN FACTORIES AND DAILY WAGE WORK. BUT SINCE 199$ HE HAS BEEN 

WORKING IN A MOTOR PARTS MANUFACTURING UNIT IN KARAMPURA.
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KANHAYALAL

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

‘Kanhaya Lal was bom in Azamgarii district of U.P and spent a pact Ids early childhood 

there. He doesn’t have very cherishable memories about his childhood. When he was ten 

he was seriously ill and therefore landed up in Delhi for treatment Thus his primacy 

education was very haphazard. Due to decrepit financial background, Kanhaya Lal 

couldn’t study beyond fifih standard. His family was very large with two brothers and 

five sisters and his father, who worked aa a mason, waa the only bread earner. Narrating 

instances from his childhood Kanhaya told us how his father would insist that he studied, 

but he would instead be playing in the fire station near bis school and watching films. 

Recollecting his memories, he says that the first film that he watched in the theatre was 

‘Chameli ki shadi’ (Chameli’s marriage). After that he started stealing money to watch 

film*. Oftg»i hfr maidifr Mm hqit that At ehmigft in him.

Kanhaya Lal was not a good student but still boasts about ins handwriting on the ‘takfati’ 

(slate board) and how bis teacher appreciated it His early realization of hb bad financial 

condition made him to stop his education.

Kanhaya Ltd migrated permanently to Delhi in search of jobs in order to support die 

growing need of his family. They had a small piece of land in their village, which was 

cultivated by his uncles .The financial condition of their family was very bad and it was 

always a case of hand to mouth existence. Ifis elder brother had already migrated to Delhi 

so that he could shoulder the responsibility of the family.

The first experience of work in Delhi was in areas like Shastri Nagar and Suderahan Park. 

He was making shoes on a contract basis. But at both places his contract did not last long 

and in a year he had to change his jobs twice. Speaking about his initial work Kanhaya
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says that the employer was harshly exploitative. They would make Mm work in extreme 

heat and difficidt condition for less wage. After few months he began to working at 

Karampura in a workshop where motor ports were being mamifoctured. He has been 

working there since 1995. Blaming the industrial closure he says that since the closure Ms 

earning has gone done and workload has increased drastically. Before the closure there 

was a scope for working for twelve hours, wMch could enable Mm to earn around 

Rs.1200 to Rs.1300/- and extra from overtime. But due to the gradual decline hi work the 

number of employee has also reduced to tea or twelve. With Ms meagre earning he can 

only support himself and Ms small fondly. His father who stdl works on daily wage 

doesn’t earn much now and is ageing fost

Comphamag about the uncertainty in die empfoyment sector in the industries he says that 

die closure has tendered lots of people jobless. To add to that the police shoves sway 

people, who came looking for daily wage jobs on roads. Because of this, Ms father barely 

cams any money.

When asked about Ms marriage, Kanhaya said dwt he married with the consent of Ms 

parents. However the fact diet Ms marriage happened in poverty disturbs Mm. His wife 

keeps coaiplaimng about a good house He has a younger sister who is in class 9* 

currently. But due to financial crunch it seems that she would not be able to continue her 

studies further. He is also worried that with the meagre amount of income that he cans 

he would build Ms bouse or spend it on Ms child’s education. Kanhaya lives in an 

underdeveloped colony, talking about the problems of Ms colony he complains of lack of 

basic necessity and sanitation like drinking water, roads, lack of public toilets etc. He 

says that in colonies caste segregation plays a big role. Being a Harijan, be himself has to 

foce dhcrinrinstion sometimes at workplace as welt Citing the reasons, he says all of 

diem have come from villages where the caste system still maiateins its hold and so it 

continues here as well. Kanhaya says people often engage hi fighting after drtnkmg. 

Fighting afeo aomethne macs celebration in festivals.

Talking of die closure he says there was a talk of shifting foctories to other areas away 

from cities, then how would they survive. How will they survive on paltry Rs.1600/- per 

month? They win have to pay fer house rent, fere, and other things. However Ms main



concent is low income, which compels him to live only Atom hand Io mouth. Kanhaya is 

a hit hesitant Io talk shout his interest and hobbies. He doesn’t have time for that He 

feels unfortunate to be bom in a poor tadly and he wishes if he was rich then could go to 

nice hotels to eat and since his voice is good he would have released music albums and 

would have achieved a status of his own in this competitive world. Despite all Ids 

difficulties Kanhaya seeks solace in the fhct that there are much poorer and less fortunate 

people around him.



MADANLAL

PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE-42 YRS.

PLACE OF BIRTH-DEORIA DISTRICT, UP.

PRESENT RESIDENCE-58, RAMA ROAD, DELHI.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION-INTERMEDIATE (FAIL).

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-NONE.

MARITAL STATUS-MARRIED.

CHILDREN- DAUGHTER-THREE SONS.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- WORKER IN ELCTRICAL APPLIANCES 
MANUFACTURING UNIT, MAYAPURI.

AFTER FAILING IN INTERMEDIATE EXAM, HE WAS FORCED TO MOVE OUT 
OF HIS VILLAGE AND LOOK FOR WORK IN DELHI TO SUPPORT HIS FAMILY.

2.BQLEIAIUANEA3
HIS BROTHERS WERE ALREADY WORKING IN FACTORIES IN DELHLSO IT 
WAS EASY FOR HIM COME TO DELHI AND LOOK FOR WORK.THEY GOT HIM



A JOB IN A FACTORY AND HE BECAME A MEMBER OF THE LABOUR 

WORLD.

3-PQUTKAL AMP QRQANISA MAAU SBJBEHGElNONE.

4. WORK EXPERIENCE:

VLhCKQBWQNL DURATION SALARY

Basai Darapur. Ihl978. Rs.100

AOKu rOTML 4 yean. Rs.700

Steve Fab India

LinritedXuadka.

4-5 yean. Information not available.

Anand Ptebat 3-4 yean. Information not available.

Aquagnard foetoiyJCifti 

Nagar.

2-3 yean. Information not available.

Mayapnri. Presently working. RS3700-3000



MADANLAL
A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

When Madan Lal failed to clear his intormediato, he ran away to Delhi in 1978 and 

started looking for work. Two of his brothers were already working in Delhi at that time. 

So, he didn’t face much difficulty in looking for jobs. In foct at that time, jobs were easily 

available in Delhi. But he never took it seriously and kept switching over from one job to 

another. Most of his salary was spend on useless activities and didn’t save anything. 

Many a times he stole his brothers* savings as well. Once his brother discovered this, so 

he run away to Calcutta, where his brother-in-law was staying, without even informing 

hb brothers. With this his first phase of stay in Defoi came to end.

Madan Lal, being the youngest of his family, was well supported by his family. He had 

done Us primary education in village school; latter on he went to Ugh school, which was 

ten kilometers away fiom Us village. Everyday we would take a train to attend Us 

classes. Hfe daily routine started with work in the field and ended in the field itself 

except for the school hours in between, so he didn’t get much time to play for which he 

bunked many a classes in Us Ugh school days to play and roam around the town; went to 

movies. He toils us that he foiled probably because of these distinctive habhs. He didn’t 

change much even after coming to Defin end ***** seme ««d**e*»i*y compelled Um to run 

away again.

When he returned to Us village fiom Calcutta, his brothers were also there. They all 

decided to give Urn one more chenee, so he leaded up in DUU once again. TUs time he 

started Us work with sincerity and stuck to a job in Anand Parbat for five years drawing 

salary of Rs.700/- per month. Then he switched to a foctory in Kirti Nagar and worked 

there for three yean. hi tUs way, he worked in a number of foctocfes, mostly in electrical 

appliances unit He always changed jobs in stench of bettor opportunities, but it was rare 

to come by. Once, he got a good job in a foctory, but after four or five yeers, It shifted
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from Mundaka to a fir off place in Batadurgath, so he tad to do away with that job. 

Right now he works in a Pvt Ltd. Factory in Mayapuri. But, he is not satisfied with it and 

often feels tad that his contemporaries ate paid tatter. He thinks that he is not very lucky 

enough in this matter and sometime pays homage to God by visiting temple for tatter 

luck in tome. Though ta has a permanent job there, hut situation fo deteriorating day by 

day after the industrial doeure. For last three months, he has not got his satay in time. He 

says, with foe closure of smaller units, Iaeger units like his, has suffered because there is a 

dheet relation between large and small units. He explains that huger units are generally 

assembling units and parts necessary for assembling are manufactured in the small 

foetories. In his opinion, the verdict of industrial closure fo wrong on pert of government, 

it is not only the foetories, which is polluting; vehicles ere equally responsible for it As a 

result of the closure, thousands of workers have been left jobless and ta fiirther 

speculates that this might ta a plan to force workers out of city, but Madan Lal foete that 

“ hum chhote log factory mein kam nahto Karen, production na ho to hade logon ta ham 

hi ruk jayega.” (If we poor people stop working and if there is no production then even 

well to do people can’t work and cam their living) - then why this step motherly attitude 

towards them, ta asked.

When ashed about the living condition in the Jhuggfo, Madan Lal cites an example that 

every day ta gets up at 4 o’clock just to avoid foe long queue outside foe outside foe 

public latrine, condition is deplorable in Jhuggis (shims), Government doesn’t pay say 

attention thinking that they are responsible for all foe filth sod power theft in foe city. He 

is married since 1974 with three sons, but hfo whole fondly stays in village, as his income 

is not sufficient to support his fomily tare. His sons are studying, but ta foals, education 

will not get them anywhere; so hi near figure, ta would call them to work in Delhi. 

Narrating about hfo village, ta points out with nostalgia ttat everything changes with 

tune; it tas changed hfo village as well. There are always tensions rotated to caste, 

property and even over petty things, it fo no longer the same place where ta grew up. 

With foe same nostalgic undertone, ta speculates, if ta would be able to celebrate 

‘JaMttasfatmi’ hi foe way tause to, in hfo locality; people have changed with the time. (It 

seemed ttat the narrator tas some food memories hbout the celebration of ‘janamaahtmf,



but he didn't sbve those memories in the interview). Today, he spends most of his ieisure 

tone chatting or playing cards with his friends Movies do fascinate trim, but he simply 

can’t afford to do that in the theatres and fbHUls his desbe by watehhtg them on TV.

Madan Lal is works here just to earn his living, he says, hb memories erf village is still 

very fresh, he would love to return and live with Ids frmily.



VISHWANATH 
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- SO YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- deoria district, up.

PRESENT RESIDENCE-58, RAMA ROAD, DELHI

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- s™ standard.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none.

MARITAL STATUS-married.

CHILDREN- one daughter and two sons, eldest son is doing 
MA FROM DELHI UNIVERSTIY AND YOUNGER IS STUDYING IN VILAGWE 
HIGH SCHOOL.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- campa cola pvt. ltd (now closed).

1.MIGRATION PATTERN:
WHEN HE FAILED IN CLASS 8™. HIS FATHER ASKED HIM TO COME TO 
TOWN AND WORK TO SUPPLEMENT FAMILY INCOME.

^PROLETARIANISATION:
DECROTT ECONOMIC CONDITION Of HIS FAMILY.

3 .POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE: none 
AT THE LEVEL OF LABOUR POUTICS, BUT IS A MEMBER OF BAHUJAN 
SAMAJ PARTY (BSP).

4, WORK EXPERIENCE:
WHEN HE FIRST CAME TO DELHI IN THE EARLY 1970’S, HE STARTED 
WORKING AS A HELPER IN A SWEET SHOP. BUT FROM 1975 HE HAS BEEN 
WORKING AT CAMPA COLA PVT LTD. IN KARAMPURA.



VISHWANATH
A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

“Sabse jyada pollution to Government hi phaila rahi hai, factories se aadmi ko rojgar 

milta. Usee kamata khala hat Per ah factories se pollution aadmi mein aa gaya hai, sarkw 

mein aa gaya hai. Pollution to has hahana hai.” (Government itself is polluting 

extensively, factories are source of livelihood for us. Now people have become polluted 

and so has the Government Pollution is just an excuse). These are the words of

Cola Pvt Ltd, as a result of the recent industrial closure. As opposed to 2000-2500 

workers, who were working earlier, right now only around 650 workers are employed, 

who are fighting a case against the Government to restart functioning of the factory and 

for their pending payment Vishwanath had been working there for the last 24 yews.

After coming to Delhi in early 70*s he started working in a sweet shop as a helper. He 

worked time for a few years and then joined Campa Cola. He had never imagined that a 

situation like this would ever come. Campa Cola, once one of the leading soft drinks 

company is now fodng challenges from Pepsi and Coca Cola. He says, “Hindustan ke log 

bahut nakalchi ham” (People in India we expert in imitating.) Pepsi and Coca Cola are no 

better than Campa, but it’s ‘videshi’ (foreign). At tins stage Visfawanath can’t even think 

of looking for home elsewhere because jobs are hard to come by after the industrial 

closure.

Vtshwanath came to Delhi, or it should he said that he was forced to come to Delhi when 

he foiled in Class 8*. His fother had a small wood shop, which was not sufficient to 

support their fondly. His rider brother was good in studies so he studied Anther and got a 

Government job. Today both the brothers stay separately; bis fother is no longer alive and 

his wife and two children live in his native village with his mother. Vishwanatii doesn’t 

remember much about his childhood except the feet tiwt he used to help his fother in his 

work and sometimes roam around in the village.
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When he started working he used to get around Rs.175/- per month which was sufficient 

for him and to take care of his hobbies as well he could go to theatres and watch films, 

but today tickets are so costly that he simply can’t afford to continue watching films. 

There was a time in his Ufo when he could go for family outings in and around Delhi and 

he says that today he can’t even do that as bus fiats have gone up so much since then. 

Whatever he earns today is just hardy sufficient to take care ofUs fondly needs.

The place where he lives today is an unauthorised duster of #mggis (siums), but he is of 

the opinion that if Government wants, it can easily be regularised; Government can’t 

even evict them, as they form a mdor chunk of vote, the Government has provided them 

with fow fodlities tike water connections and a fow concrete pavement to keep them 

satisfied. Though the residents want to have tegular dectricity connection, the 

Government has been showing reluctance to provide them with it It is just during the 

elections that politicians appear in the scene.

Vishwanath idolises DrJBhun Rao Ambedkar and he says, is a member of Bahian 

Sanutf Party (BSP) himself because it is the Political Party, which follows, or atleast 

claims to follow die ideals of Dr. Ambedkar. He seys that Dr.Ambedkar didn’t believe in 

inequality and catedam, unlike today’s politicians who exploit social issues for political 

mileage. In foct, caste politics has even crept into foe email ‘Jhuggi* dueler (slums), he 

lives in. He says, "jatiwad to harek jagah chaha hai, Government to nam ka jatiwnd 

mHana chahti hai, per jab election aatahai, to jati keanuaar hi candidate kham karti hai”. 

(Castebm is prevalent everywhere. Government wants to eradicate castdsm just on 

papers. Even In elections candidates are nominated on the basis of caste). Even the 

Government’s allegation that Jhnggi dwellers engage in all anti-social activities is 

nothing but creation of the Government and a handfid of influential people in the society, 

says Vishwanath. He doesn’t deny foe involvement of these people perse. Maybe that 1% 

of these people indulges in these activities, for the rest, they are very busy earning two 

meateaday.



Though Vbhwanafe himself is not very well educated, his experiences in this 

metropolitan city and interactions with people from different rung of the society has 

opened his eyes to certain things about which people in rural areas or people from 

economically lower sections of society are not very aware of. As for example, he doesn’t 

confirm to the idea of early marriage and feels that unless one starts earning enough to 

support Ms femily, should not get married. He also considers education as a very 

important element in one’s life. His eldest son is doing MA from Delhi University, which 

can he an indication of Ms achievements and Mgh belief that he has, considering the feet 

that he lives in a slum, where people are the least bothered about education. It is one 

amongst Visfawanatii’s hopes to see hb son become an IAS officer. We had a chance to 

talk to Viafawanath’s eon, Vtfey, and we got the impression that Ms son is a talented man 

who b straggling very hard to continue hb studies. He doesn’t feel good ebout the 

environment, he lives in and the way people treat Mm in college. Criticising Government 

policies and the education system, he pointed out that closure of factories, CNG buses 

and eviction of jtaggi clusters are all policies against the toiling msesra. Vbhwanafe b 

ready to free hardships for Vijay’s education; he feeb that someone has to sacrifice for it, 

be it himself or Ms son and fat thb context he says, “Tyag to karaa M hoga, hum Karen ya 

haccha Karen”. Hb other son b studying fat the village Mgh school.

Vbhwanafe would like to be remembered by others and he believes feat it can happen if 

one does some good work for the community and not by just working for himself which 

b nothing but just a medium of earning one’s own living; wife thb idea he has built a 

Durga Temple fat hb locality. But now he often feeb cynical which gets reflected in these 

words of Vbhwanafe, "aadmi ke heroaegnr ho jane par mb log bhool jate hat Bure waqt 

meta koi ssafe naM deta hat” (When one b unemployed, everybody targets. Nobody 

stands beside fat hard times).

Now Ml Ms hopes are pinned on Vijay fer be thinks feat only V(jsy can hold hb name 

Mgh by getting some decent job, and he would he able to go back to Ms village and stay 

comfortably wife Ms wife fat Ms old days. But at thb moment, he b waittag fer the 

Supreme Court decision to reopen the Camps Cola fectory where be was working, so that 

he can get Ms salary regularly.
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SUSHIL KUMAR

PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE-27 YEARS.

PLACE OF BERTH- village theho, supaul district, mhar.

PRESENT RESIDENCE- okhla phase-2, Delhi.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- 7™ STANDARD.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none.

MARITAL STATUS-married.

CHILDREN- 2 DAUGHTERS.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- dye-maker.

EMIGRATION PATTERN:
DECREPIT ECONOMIC CONDITION BROUGHT SUSHIL TO DELHI TO LOOK 
FOR BETTER LIVING KM HIMSELF AND ALSO TO SUPPORT HIS FAMILY 
BACK HOME.



2. ffi£a£EARl2SJ5flSA13£tti:
SUSHIL BEING THE ELDEST OF H» SIBLINGS, HAD TO SHOULDER THE 
BURDEN OF HIS FAMILY AND THUS CAME TO WORK AS LABOURER WITH 
THE HELP OF A PERSON WHO WAS ALREADY WORKING IN DELHI

3. POLITICALAND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE:
TOOK PART IN THE STRIKE OF 19M. OTHER THAN THIS STRIKE SUSHIL 
DOESN'T HAVE AND POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

4, WORK EXPERT WLOI S:

AFTER CHANGING THE JOB, HE STARTED WITH IN DELHI HE WORKED FOR 
TWO YEARS IN AN ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP FOR A SALARY OF RS.562/- PER 
MONTH. THEN HE WORKED AS AN APPRENTICE TO A TECHNICIAN FOR 
SOMETIMES, AFTER GRADUATING INTO A TECHNICIAN HIMSELF HE 
STARTED HIS OWN WORKSHOP WITH A MEAGRE INVESTMENT OF 
RS.10000/- TO RS.15000/-. BUT THE BU8SINE8S FAILED AND NOW HE WORKS 
AS A DYE-MAKER IN A FACTORY IN FAREDABAD WITH A SALARY OF 
RSJ30W-
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SUSHIL KUMAR 

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Sushil Kumar was bom in a village called Thebo in Supaul district of Bihar. Hb 

childhood was not very pleasant He belonged to a very poor family, which was heavily 

indebt. He managed to study <*dy tifi five. Being the eldest son, he started working 

early to shoulder the burden of responsibility. Due to lack of good opportunities in his 

village, he moved to Delhi, enoouraged by another man from his village who was already 

working in Delhi.

In the beginning, it was very tough for him to cope and settle down in Delhi but as time 

went by he assimilated himself to foe working and living conditions here. First he started 

off as a helper in a foctory (he didn’t mention foe name of foe factory), but after fow 

months changed hb job and started working as a technical apprentice in a workshop of 

electrical appliances fora satey of Rs562/- where he worked for around two years. After 

graduating into a technician, he started hb own workshop with a meagre investment of 

Rs.10000/- - Rs.15000/-. However, foe business foiled and he had to shut hb workshop 

down (me causes ana circumstances ass not msnuonca oy ins nanasor). m me raeaaunis 

he contracted some disease and it forced him to go back to hb village, where he stayed 

for fow monfos before returning to Defoi.

On returning he found himself in a desperate akuation and had to land up in foe same 

foctory where worked for the first time. Understandably, he says he would have loved to 

stay back in hb village, but poverty and lack of opportunity has seemed to become a rub 

of life in hb village. Hb fonufy poasessed only a small piece of land and It couldn’t 

support them throughout foe year. So it b not difficult to guess that socio-economic 

footers played an overwhelming rob in hb migration.



About his political involvement, be tatted about 19M workers’ strike* be narrated in his 

own perspective, bow it became successful when all workers of Delhi came together and 

pressurized the government for their demands. The strike continued for a week and the 

Government had to bow down and accept their demands. He says that the workers didn’t 

suffer much as they were also paid for the week they were on strike. Other then foot 

strike, Sushil had no political and organizational involvement Further, he went no to tatt 

about the recent episode of industrial closure in Delhi and says that it severely affected 

hta and increased hb burden. Just after foe closure, he was rendered jobless for 

sometimes. He wonders why he end hb family should always suffer because of foe 

different policies of an inconsiderable Government

At present Sushil b working in dyc-mskiag factory in Faridabad wifo a salary of 

Rs330W« per monfo and he has to make both end meet wifo fob meagre amount. Sushil 

just wants to lead a staple life and wants to see hb fondly hippy. He managed to hay a 

plot of 25 agmre metres in Okhb Phase»2 and has buih a single roomed house, where he 

lives wifo hb wife and children. He has two daughters and is very happy with hb 

marriage though he desires a son. He wants to educate hb children welt In the midst of 

all difficulties, these sentences revcab Ids self contentment - “Mein jitna pateshan boon, 

usae aage dekfata boon to mere se bid zyada pareshan hai log haLVoh dekfata apna peeche 

ka dard bhod jale boon”. (When I look around me, 1 can ace more troubled people than 

me; looking at form I forget all my pains of the past)
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SUNIL KUMAR
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE-24 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- rajopur, up.

PRESENT RESIDENCE- haRinaoar, DELHI.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- 5™ STANDARD.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none.

MARITAL STATUS-MARRIED.

CHILDREN- 2 DAUGHTERS.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- bicycle fitter (runs hb own repair 
SHOP).

ILW PA1
POOR ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND LACK Of WORK AVENUES IN HIS 
VILLAGE FORCED HIM AND HIS ELDER BROTHER TO MORALE TO DELHI



IN SEARCH OF BETTER AVENUES.FIRST, HIS BROTHER CAME TO DELHI 
AND THEN IN 1993, AT THE AGE OF 16, SUNIL CAME TO DELHI.

HIS DECREPIT ECONOMIC BACKGROUND PUSHED HIM TO THE WORLD OF 
PROLETARIAT. AND RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING HE WAS INTO SERVICE 
OR ALLIED LABOUR SECTOR, AS HE RUNS A BICYCLE REPAIR SHOT.

•AALEXEER i:none.|!KM

rr HAS BEEN ALREADY MENTIONED; RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING SUNIL 
WAS INTO SERVICE OR ALLIED LABOUR SECTOR. AFTER COMING TO 
DELHI, HE WAS WORKING AT HIS BROTHER’S BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP, BUT 
LATER HE SET UP HIS OWN SHOP. HE SAYS THAT BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL 
CLOSURE IN DELHI, HE USED TO MANAGE A DAILY EARNING OF RS.120/. 
TO RS.150A, BUT AFTER THE CLOSURE MS INCOME HAS DROPPED TO 
AROUND RSJ0/-PER DAY.
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SUNIL KUMAR

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Sunil Kumar is a good example of how the industrial has affected die livelihood of not 

only workers in the factories and industries hut also of those people who ate in the 

service lanour ano ate tnutmctty ocpcnoem on rectories.

Sunil runs a t«nijw«y bicycle repair shop on die road "w a canal p—fag through 

Badarpur industrial area. Earlier he uae to a daily —ffa^g of something between 

Rs.120/- to Rs.150/-, but after the closure most of the workers who use to work in the 

closed down factories have either gone back to their native places or have moved to other 

part of Delhi in search of work. But now (as Sunil’s work is totally based on service 

labour) Ids income has gone down and he manages only around Rs.50/- per day. He 

laments, "pelde jaha din bharmdn 120-150 rupeye ho jate the, valdnsb 50 rupeyebhi 

mkaina mnskil hat Ab yahan koi log aise bain Id ndd jo cycle se kaam par jaye. Might 

to bahut ghata bua"(In a place where one need to com Rs.120/* to Rsl50/- per day now it 

is difficult even to earn Rs.50/- per day.Now there is no one who comes to work on 

bicycle Jt has affected my business very much ) There might be hundreds of Sunil in 

Badarpur done, not to talk of Delhi, whose life has become very difficult because of this 

industrial closure.

Sunil hails from Rtgapur village of Uttar Pradesh and was bom and brought up there. He 

tells us that his childhood pessed like any other normal kid, sheltered from the 

undemanding of the burden and reality of life. But things changed when ha was eleven 

years old. His fidher, who was the only earning member of the frmity, pessed awgy. Now 

it was the responsibility of Sunil’s eldest brother to shoulder die burden of the frmily.



Sunil was fortunate fort even then he was able to go to school, but as foe liability kept 

increasing and only meagre income was foe amount fort his brother earned, he had to 

leave school in class eight

Surnl’s brother migrated to Delhi in search of better avenues of wok and started as a 

bicycle fitter in Badarpur (Delhi). After two-three years Sunil’s brother summoned him to 

Delhi and in 1993 he came to Delhi rt the age of 16. Initially both foe brothers worked 

together, but later he managed to set up Ids own bicycle repair shopt, even though hi a 

makeshift form.

Sunil’s entry into labour market was evidently because of poor economic condition of his 

fondly. When asked, why he migrated or for fort matter why his brother migrated to 

Delhi, he promptly replied,“ Goan mein koi dhandaya leuch kame lasyak nahin foe. Kar 

lo to chaha nahin foa.’Xht my village there was no avenue of work, even if you get some 

work you can’t survive). He recalls the good things ofhis village and said that people still 

lives in respect for each other n hfo village unlike cities.

He has been married since 1999 and his income is hardly sufficient to make both ends 

meet, he also has to send money to his mother back home end tries hfo level best to keep 

hfo wife happy, intact he claimed that she is very happy with whatever he is able to com. 

On the question of leisure, Sunil’s answer probably holds for almost evoy labourer. He 

said that the only source of pleasure is a good mcome rt the end of the day. He has never 

been to cinema hall with hfo wife and doesn’t keep any hderert in music or any other 

popunr ram of enrarauiuieafp nc sons it nugnt otstract nan Irani me Mtuoncia wnera m 

has to constantly fight for the keeping ofhis femily and to ensure a better future for hfo 

children. And whenever hfo mmd is not preoccupied, he tries to fill the vacuum by taking 

a look rt the newspaper. At the end of die day, when he needs to vent out hfo fondness, he 

often finds solace in the T.V screen or by talking to hfo wife. Being a vafohnavite, he 

abetain hhnsrtf fiom aloohol, cigarette etc. and is only addicted to some extent to Khafati 

(mixture of tobaoco and fime).
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When asked about the locality (Hari Nagar) he lives in, he infbnned us that when he first 

came to stay, there wee no electricity, water end haste ftdHttes, hut now things become 

much better and all the residents of the locality am trying to improve it forthcr with the 

help ofthe local M.LA, Mr, Ram Singh.

Sunil’s living condition and lifestyle also speaks shout the lives of thousands of laborers 

In Delhi, if not about afl. He is so engaged to make both ends meet tiiat he can’t even 

afford to think ebout any entertainment and has never taken his wife out for a single 

evening. Nonetheless, even though Ms life is a tight rope walking, he dreams of happy 

days when he will have a stable source of Income and hb ftmily would he able to live
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ANGAD YADAV

PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- 26 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH-madhepura, bihar.

PRESENT RESIDENCE-VILLAGE ALIPUR, DELHI.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- 3RD standard.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING- NIL.

MARITAL STATUS- MARRIED.

CHILDREN- two (both boys)

PRESENT OCCUPATION- rickshaw puller.

EMIGRATION PATTERN:
DECREPIT ECONOMIC CONDITION OF ANGAD’S FAMILY FORCED HIM TO VENTURE OUT OF 

HIS VILLAGE IN SEARCH OF BETTER INCOME OPTIONS TO SUPPORT HIS FAMILY. SO FIRST 

HE WENT TO PUNJAB BUT LATER DECIDED TO COME TO DELHI. HIS NATURE OF MIGRATION 

IS NOT PERMANENT AND MIGHT GO BACK TO HIS VILLAGE.

2.PROLETARIANISATION:

BEING THE ONLY SON OF HIS PARENTS HE HAD TO SHOULDER THE BURDEN OF 

FAMILY RESPONSIBILTY. AFTER COMING TO DELHI LANDED UP PULLING RICKSHAW.



3.POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE.none.

4.WORK EXPERIENCE:

EVEN IN PUNJAB ANGAD WORKED AS A WAGE LABOURER DOING ANY ODD WORK COMING 

HIS WAY, BUT HIS EARNING WAS HARDLY Rs.40/- PER DAY. BUT AFTER COMING TO DELHI HE 

STARTED TO PULL RICKSHAW AND EARNS SOMETHING BETWEEN Rs.120/- TO Rs.130/- PER 

DAY.



ANGAD YADAV 
A SHQRT pipQRATOV

Alipur is a suburban village of Delhi near Badarpur. We were going to Mithapur, another 

nearby village, and on the way we decided to hire a rickshaw. After some time, we 

started a conversation with the rickshaw poller with the idea that we might be able to 

interview him. After that long conversation and after interviewing him we got the idea 

diet he overrated everything he talked about, hb ideas about society, his background, and 

his perception of But nevertheless, it opens sap some aspect to analyse; to examine 

die hypothesis that ties has psychological truth behind it

Angad Yadav who is 26 years old, started pulling rickshaw from the mid 90*s in Delhi. 

Now, he is twenty-six end earns around Rs.125/- -130/- daily, out of which, he says, he 

saves Rs.50/- to Rs.60/-. Since, he operates in an industrial ana, his income has 

drastically gone down after the industrial closure because many of the workers have 

returned to their villages, he says, as factory band Art Art fog yeAtar se gAor 

waupof cable gae, bamara rtn bbar ba kamat Mb ma gjbat bar cbm bogqya”. 

Angad is not very happy pulling rickshaw, because for the effort, which he puts in, he 

earns very little. In a morseftd tone he said, “ bam rag eadhe chhah bege athte bain aar 

natto bar be ribbon Mar ebanb par cbtde jatc babt aar root gyarah bq/e gbr nqpas 

aOte hatn.(J wabe qp at 4.30 bt da morning and immediately qfer eating breabfaet, take 

die riebbehan to the chonb, and come at 11 indie night.)

Angad was bom and brought up at Madhepura, in his childhood he never showed any 

interest in studies. Hb father was not vety rich hut had enough to food and lead a decent 

life. Angad always bunked school and often landed up pitying with hb friends. They 

played all sorts of games like hide and seek, kabbadi, swhnmbg fishing etc.; in a way he 

did everything except for studies. He tecalb that Ina father would often scold him and 

oomphfek to hb teacher; who would then, send other students to fetch him back to class



and give him a good heating. He regrets that even after all the effort of his father and hb 

teachers, he never developed interest in studies and dropped out of school in standard.

Angad says that tight from his childhood he was very idealist and romantic, but nobody 

in their village respected has sentiments and his way of thinking. Further, he says that 

everybody in the society got ‘infected’ with the idea of earning money; and soon he also 

decided to go out of the village and earn a living for himself. He had some friends 

working in different cities, so with one of them, Angsd, went to Punjab, only to return to 

his village in a month’s time. After few months of stay in the village he went to Kamal 

and worked as a ‘mj mbtri’ (mason) for a while in a construction site, but again he came 

back to his village and stay for a longer period; finally in the early 90’s came to Defiti. 

Initially he worked in some fbctories, but later switched on to pulling rickshaw, because 

he says that he doesn’t like to be commanded by others. He says that though there it not

money in thia pmfeeeion, one can he master of hnn.

Angad got married in 1989 and cbrime it was a love marriage. Hie wife is matriculate and 

the daughter of village mttidtia (village headman), though he claims tine she is very 

happy with him, it doesn’t seem to be true. She started living with Angad after their 

*<!■—mi* (second marriage ceremony as per Hindu tradition prevalent in BB—r aad eastern 

UP) in 199S. They have two eons, botii below five years. Angad says that he can’t think 

about their education now as he earns just enough to survive.

Talking of hb parents and fentily background, he says that hb ancestors were very rich 

and possessed hundreds of acres of land, but today they have very little, just enough for 

survival and now he has to send money to hb parents. He says hb anoeatom distributed 

all the land amongst villagers. But we got the feeling that these were flowing from hb 

imagination and sounded away from reality.

When we ask about recreation and how he spends hb leisure, he replied that he has 

nothing hut a name system worth Rs. 500/* to sooth hb mbd, be has no time to go 

theatre halt He also eeys that be doesn’t earn enough money to spend on recreation.



RAMBHAVAN

PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE* 43 YEARS

PLACE OF BIRTH- kharilabad, up.

PRESENT RESIDENCE- harinagar, Delhi.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION. 5™ standard.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none.

MARITAL STATUS-married.

CHILDREN-three.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- utensil polishing.

1-M1QRATIQN PATTERN:
RAM BHAVAN MIGRATED PERMANENTLY TO DELHLBECAUSE OF POOR 
ECONOMIC BACKGROUND, THE YEAR 1992 ALONG WTIH HIS FAMILY.



2.PRQLETARIANISATION:
DUE TO DECREPIT ECONOMIC BACKGROUND HE STARTED WORKING AS A 
DAILY WAGE WORKER FROM 1990 IN KHARILABAD. SINCE HE WAS NOT 
WELL EDUCATED, HE HAD NO CHOICE BUT TO ENTER THE LABOUR 
MARKET.

3-PQUTICAL ANP ORGANISATIONAL EXPEK i:none.

4,WORK EXPERIENCE:

AFETR COMING TO DELHI HE STARTED WORKING AS A HELPER IN A 
PRIVATE COMPANY AND DURING THAT PERIOD ACQUIRED GOOD AMOUNT 
OF EXPERIENCE IN BUFFING AND POLISHING. IN 1993 HE ESTABLISHED HIS 
OWN BUFFING AND POLISHING UNIT. SINCE THEN HE HAS BEEN RUNNING 
US OWN UNIT, EARNING A MONTHLY INCOME OF R8.5000/-



RAMBHAVAN

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

“Gam khushi to hamesha fc—wm pgg rehta Chahe gam bid ho ya khushi bhi ho to 

hum hamesha ek hi jabe table habt Shan to daru pee lena, raat mein to gays, aabare 

uthe to dhandhe mein lag gaye "(Good and had times am always with us. Be it happiness 

or sadness we always remain die same; everting is the time for alcohol, night calls for 

sleep and in the morning bock to work.) These lines capture the personality of Ram 

Bhavan who works on a contractual basis from his residence in a jhugghi in Badarpur, 

DefoL Urditohb fellow labourers, he looks happy and satisfied in life. This b all what 

Ram Bhavan From nearby foctories he gets utensils for polishing and manages to earn 

around Rs.5000/- per month, which, he think, is sufficient to run the needs of his fondly 

needs of Ids fondly of five members Jib mild nature and tsmpcmment have him 

become a sort of ‘take life easy ‘ kind of individual. Whenever asked about the 

difficulties in Ids life, he always answered Uto a self satisfied individuel, which was also 

echoed by his wife though he also narrates that there were times when he <fid not heve 

enough to eat, but he never complained thinking foot God would reward them sinoe they 

were herd working people

Ram Bhavan was bom end brought up in VJ. Due to decrepit economic condition he had 

to migrate to DefoL After he came to Delhi in the late seventies, he was staying at 

Harikesfanagar with Ids brother, who was then working in Delhi in a private company, 

and he started working the same kind of job in the same unit. Later, when the personal 

rctrtkmship between die two brothers want down and started living separately. Ram 

Bhavan also started working as a helper in a utaasil-polbldng unit He kept switching 

over Ids jobs only in fob kind of foctories. Based on hb interview, nothing much can be 

said about hb early proletariat life in DefoL Gradually when he got experienced in 

buffing end pofiridng he put up hb own unit at Ids residence at Harinegnr after 

purchasing a plot in 1993, since then hb cconondc condition has improved, though he 

also narrates that there were times when he didn’t have enough to eat



Ram Bhavan says that he doesn’t remember much about Ms childhood except for the feet 

that he got married at a very early ape. He recalls how the bride (Ms wife) was in her 

fetiire’s bp; though he had a vagus idea about whet was going on, Ms wife was too small, 

only five year old, even to figure out that she was getting married' However they started 

living together only when their ‘Gaunt’ took place (second marriage ceremony as per 

Hindu marriage tradition, practiced in Bihar and eastern part of UP). He tefis that Ms wife 

has always been very supportive, though he has not been able to give her anything more 

than two meals a day, and doesn’t get the time to take his wife out He Anther informs 

that she has always been busy looking afier the household chores and paying attention to 

their three children. He and his wife would love to send their children to school and hope 

that someday their children will get decent Jobs. But at time he is skeptic about Ms 

dreamt to get realised, ee he expresses by saying, “ tab unper nhbhar karte 

haL”(BverytMng depends upon God)

Ram Bhavan likes watching movies though his busy work schedule doesn’t apart him 

enough fiee time. He hardly geta time to sit in font of the TV set and enjoy watching 

films. Going to cinema halls is out of question as tickets are too costly for him to afford. 

So whenever he manages to find some fiee time fiom Ms work he pays visit to Ms friends 

or helps his wife In household works. He says that fostivab are a time for celebrations, so 

in order to ergoy the festive mood; he likes to go out with Ms femily and visit Ms relatives 

who stay in other parts of Ddhi.

Ram Bhavan complains about the minimal fecifitbs in Ms locality and pointe out that 

Government has not provided them with electricity and wafer connection and he b 

atrqggUng along with fab friends to get these basic necessities. Though ha doesn’t have 

any particular political affiliation, he b active in the area during elections and b very 

conscious about political and civil rights. He doesn’t like to be oppressed or to follow 

others’command and be says that it b the why he started Ms own work During the 1987 

workers’ strike, he didn’t involve Mmeeif much, hut when one worker was treated 

harshly by the owner, he partbfeated In an agitation in Okhb area in the 80’s. Narrating 

the incident he informs that nothing nmch happened afier the agitation, even though the
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industrial am remained dosed for four days and few vehicles and foctories were gutted 

to ash.

Ram Bhavan would like to live a decent and respectable life and doesn’t aspire much Bice 

having a big house or a car, for he drinks that these are beyond his capacity to acquire. 

But he would certainly Hire to educate Iris children well. That Ram Bhavan is a self 

man is revealed in die lines, when he says, ** h—w apni zindgi se babul kfausfa 

rehte hain dishe jab mein paise ho ya na ho, Mme ko arild rehe kafi bein’*. (I am very

happy with my life, even if the pocket is empty; getting two meals is enough)



DASHRATH PRASAD 

PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE-37 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- village theho, anandpur, bdlml

PRESENT RESIDENCE- okhla phase-2, delhl

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- intermediate (io+2).

VOCATIONAL TRAINING-none.

MARITAL STATUS-married.

CHILDREN- THREE ( ONE DAUGHTER, TWO SONS).

PRESENT OCCUPATION- unemployed.

l-MBfiBATIQN PATTERN:
IN QUEST OF JOB HE FIRST WENT TO CALCUTTA, BUT THERE HE COULDN’T 
GET ANY JOB. THEN HE MIGRATED TO DELHI ALONE AND BROUGHT HIS 
FAMILY AFTER TWO YEARS.



2.erqlejari&ni£a:nt,i4:

SINCE DASHRATH WAS EDUCATED HE HAD AN IMA HOW DIFFICULT IT IS 

TO GET GOVERNMENT JOB. SO HE WAS READY TO TAKE UP ANY KIND OF 

JOB AND HE WAS LUCKY ENOUGH TO GET JOBS LIKE SECURITY GUARD, 

SUPERVISOR IN A PRIVATE COMPANY AND SO ON.

3.PQLmCALANP QRflANISAHQNAL EXPERIENCE:
HE WAS A MEMBER OF A LOCAL LABOUR UNION WHICH WAS SUPPORTED 

BY SOME POLITICIANS FROM MAINTSTREAM POLITICAL PARTIES.HE ALSO 

ACTIVELY PARTICIPATED IN THE 1988 WORKERS’ STRIKE.

-EXPERIENCE:

AT FIRST HE GOT A JOB AS SECURITY GUARD EARNING RS.500/- PER 

MONTH AND THEN HE JOINED THE TAJ GROUP WHICH FETCHED HIM A 

SALARY OF RS. 700/- PER MONTH ONLY. AFTER THAT HE GOT A JOB AS A 

SUPERVISOR IN A PRIVATE COMPANY IN NOIDA WITH A SALARY OF 

RS.5000/-PER MONTH.



DASHRATH PRASAD

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

In 1986, Dashrath left his home, in search of job and today almost whole of his 

family is in Delhi. He doesn't fed like going hack to Bihar; for him it is here to his 

locality. Most of the residents to his colony to Indira kalyan vihar are from Bihar. 

Today he earns around 5000/ per month, which is good enough to support his 

fomily. Right now he doesn't have a regular job. Few months before he was forced 

to take voluntary retirement from the foctory, he was working to, because it was 

running to loos.

Dashrath is right now without work and is planning to do something of his own. He 

has migrated from Supaul to Bihar. There was not much problem for him to his 

village rather being the youngest child of the fomily, they wanted him to study and 

get a decent job. But he was not very good as well as less interested to studies than 

sports and use to spent most of his free time to playing football, volley ball etc. And 

sometimes he use to herd their cattle out for grazing and his fomily didn't like him 

engaging to agricultural activities rather wanted him to pay all his attention to 

studies. After his primary schooling to his village, he was put to a hostel to a high 

school at Dogmata. He managed to pass matriculation exam with good marks and 

then was admitted to Nitmali College, but when it came to intermediate exams to 

1982 he got a compartments! to English. So, he ran away to Calcutta thinking that 

he would work there and earn a living. But life was not that easy as he had thought 

He says that die rating communist government at that time took care to see that no 

outsiden get any job, so people advised them to learn driving to earn somedting, 

which didn't appeal much to him, so he came bock to his village and completed his 

intermediate. For next three to four yean he was very perplexed about his fotme. 

Finally to 1986 he decided to come to Delhi and earn his livelihood, as jobs were 

very difficult to come by to Bihar.
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in Delhi, after looting for few months, he got a job as security 

guard for Rs.500 per month. But just after three -four days he left it Then he went 

to Okhla looting for job wife fee help of his relatives. Finally he got a job in Tulsan 

Inspect Pvt Ltd., Which manufactured feather goods, for Rs.500/- per month. He 

was supposed to help assembling the final products. After few months, when a new 

manager came he promoted him to the post of supervisor, with an increase of 

Rs.100/-. He got well wife fee new manager, so when manager had a fight wife the 

management, he also left the job. Both of them joined a new factory in IMO, Noida, 

sectoral and drew a salary of Rs. 700/- per month. There, workers from all over 

India were working, staying in different parts of Delhi. So a bus used to ferry them 

daily to fee factory. In a way Ins life was comfortable, because, earlier, he had to go 

to factory by bicycle.

But things changed in 19SS strike. Many unions joined together and started 

oemanatng nenetna, watch tuny were cuttucu to. uasnmtn parttcgMteu actively m 

it he ensured feat there was no work carried out in the nearby fectories. He 

nanates, at tunes, strike turned violent but even police couldn’t break their seine of 

fee factories because of fee unity amongst workers. Finally strike ended after seven 

days and many of the workers’ demand were accepted. Infect they were paid for fee 

seven days strike when feey didn’t work.

But after feat Dariuafe had to leave fire job. This time he got a better job in one of 

fee shoes fectories, which were coming up in Noida at feat fene in large numbers. 

He joined Tqj shoes Pvt. IM, for Rs 1200/- per month. He worked there for ten 

years but company was in toes and it was becomiqg difficult for the management to 

run fee factory. So feey decided to shut it down, but workers refused and went on 

strike for feme months. Situation didn’t improve and management succeeded in 

persuafeag few of them to seek voluntary retirement Now Darimth had no other 

option left, but then also he fought wife fee management for better terms and 

condition of retirement Finally he took voluntary retirement on some negotiated 

terms in 2001.
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He was satisfied with his earnings, which was sufficient to meet his 

family needs. After marriage he brought his wife to Delhi. After marriage his 

responsibilities increased, so he bought a (dot of land in Okhfe phase-2, Indira 

Colony. The area is not much developed and its like any other JXcotony in Delhi, 

where there is no water connection, and no legal electricity connection being 

provided by die Government Talking of the improvement in the area, he says, local 

MLA, Ram Singh, is trying to provide some facilities but nothing much seems to be 

happening.

Dashrath didn’t had much spare time when he was 

working, so whenever he got time he would sit with his friends or visit his relatives in 

other parts of city. He has a colour television but he hardly gets time to watch. He has 

two ions and a danghler and is trying hard to give them proper education. His wife is 

not educated but he says, they have a good understanding amongst them, which 

makes life easy fir them.

In future, he don’t want to go buck to Bihar because there is a lot of unemployment, it 

is said that getting a job hi Bihar is like meetmg God as reflected in the saying that 

“ffifar mefo ftpmpe far nr se hfcgwon raff jata fad kktn noadH noW fafego”. 

Bihar If yoa try, yoa odgftt attain anion with God, bat yoa can't find jobs) He says 

every year; around SO -60 people come to Defiri ftom his village alone, in search of 

work. Right now he wants to start something of Ids own rather than looking fer work 

in factories. He has eoough fer Ids survival so he wants to give Ids children proper 

education, which would get them some status in society. There is no other pressure on 

him ftom parents because they are happily living in village fiont the land which they 

have.



SOCHINDRA MANDAL
PERSONAL INFORMATION

AGE- 27 YEARS.

PLACE OF BIRTH- kalaripatty, bihar.

PRESENT RESIDENCE-badarpur, Delhi.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION- 2ND standard.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING- NIL.

MARITAL STATUS- married.

CHILDREN- none.

PRESENT OCCUPATION- polishing of steel.

EMIGRATION PATTERN:
BECAUSE OF TENSIONS IN THE FAMILY SOCHINDRA MIGRATED WITH HIS WIFE TO DELHI TO 

MAKE A LIVING ON HIS OWN.

PROLETARIANISATION:
SINCE SOCHINDRA’S FAMILY WAS A JOINT FAMILY WITH VERY LITTLE LAND, HE BECAME 

AN AGRICULTURAL WAGE LABOURER IN HIS VILLAGE AND LATER ON COME TO DELHI TO 

WORK.



3.POLITICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL EXPERIENCE
SOCHINDRA’S POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT AS FAR AS LABOUR POLITICS IS CONCERNED IS 

ALMOST NIL. BUT HE HAS BEEN SUPPORTING A LOCAL M.L.A AND TRIES TO MAINTAIN 

CLOSE RELATIONS SO AS TO IMPROVE PUBLIC FACILITIES IN HIS COLONY.

4.WORK EXPERIENCE:

WHILE HE WAS IN VILLAGE AND WORKING AS AN AGRICULTURAL WAGE LABOURER HIS 

EARNING WAS VERY MEAGRE BUT NOW HE IS WORKING IN A FACTORY WHERE HE HAS TO 

POLISH STEEL AND EARNING AROUND Rs. 3200/- PER MONTH.



SOCHINDAR MANDAL 

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Sochindar Mandal’s femily is a classic example of landless finally of final India whew 

each of the members has to shoulder their own responsibility. Sochtadsr could never go 

to school after the first standard; he started helping his parents and brothers who were 

working as agricultural wage labourers. All his chikfliood memories were confined to the 

paddy fields like other children of agriculture labourers. He did not have fend memories 

to share with us, except fin the poverty and hardships his femily had to face in off 

seasons when there was no work to be done in die fields. Many a times they had to sleep 

without food or survive on a single meal a day.

Sochindar also started working as an agricultural labourer at an early age to contribute to 

his finally income. But when he got married, he decided to come to Delhi, so that he 

could provide a decant living to his wife and to bail out his heavily indebt femily. In 

Delhi there was no one to help him in getting a Job that would fetch him mote money. He 

started working as a daily wage labourer in small unta, but he never got a permanent job. 

At times he was rendered jobless only after working fi* a month or two and be had to 

look fi* work again. He attributes fids to lack of vocational training and at die same dme 

increased unengdoyment afier the industrial closure.

However his wife is literate, she often tried to save money ftom his meagre income with 

which they bought a plot and are staying in makeriiift jhuggis. She ateo wants to 

contribute to femily income by working, but Soddndar discourages her and do not

7*r



provide any help in this matter. She is not happy with this because their income is hardly 

enough fbr survival and to pay back the family debt But sochinder is a self-contented 

man; he tries to be happy even in difficult times. His wife feds that he is very gentle and 

innocent, of which others take advantage and at times they use him for their own benefits. 

But she doesn’t seem to be right in her opinion; Sochindar along with hu friends is 

opposing few people who are demanding more money for fixing electricity metem in 

their houses.

Now Sochindar is writing as a polisher in a utensils unit for Rs.1600/-Rs.170(V« per 

month. His wife manages most of his household very efficiently with foe little money he 

earns. She doesn’t fori bad for foe fact that Sochindar never took her for outings, because 

she can undentand hfo position and consoles herself with whatever she is getting Right 

now she desperately wants someone to help her to get a job so that she can supplement 

the household income. They don’t have a child at present, but, nevmforiesa, riie is 

worried about the future of her child. As of today, Sochindar has no grand figure plans 

except fbr getting • permanent job which will provide him with enough money to take 

care of all his needs and he think that only then wifi he have time to think of his figure.
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